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ABSTRACT 

Real time paper surface-web measurement is one of the challenging research 

fields. The traditional laboratory method has many limitations and is unable to 

measure the entire tambour during the manufacturing process. It has been 

necessary to develop an online technique that could measure the surface 

topography in real time. An optical technique was developed, based on laser 

triangulation, and is applied to develop a new prototype device, which 

characterizes high speed paper-web surfaces over a wide scale of spatial 

wavelengths spectrum and computes the surface roughness in real time. The used 

multi channel pulsed laser diode, source of illumination onto the paper-web, is of 

benefit due to its low coherence length and is capable to deliver a powerful burst of 

light beam over a 1 µs duration, which delivers energy of 100 µJ per pulse. The 

short exposure time avoids blurriness in the acquired images which could possible 

due to the high speed and vibrations on the paper-web. 

The laser beam is shaped into a narrow line-of-light using cylindrical lenses 

and is projected onto a paper-web surface, which covers a physical length of about 

210 mm. The created line-of-light cross section full width at half maximum, FWHM 

Gaussian distribution, is 2-3 pixels on the image. The line-of-light is projected onto 

the paper-web perpendicular to the plane of the surface. The low angled, low 

specular, reduced coherence length, scattered reflected laser line is captured by the 

3 CCD sensors, which are synchronized with the laser source. The low specular 

light ensures to avoid saturation of the imaging sensors if the surface is very 

smooth, and obliquely captures the z-directional fine feature of the surface. 

The scattered phenomenon of the reflected light is responsible for the surface 

irregularity measurements. The basic image processing algorithm is applied in 

order to remove noise and cropped the images widthwise so that only pixels above 

a preset threshold gray level can be processed, which enables efficient real time 

measurement. The image is transformed into a 1D array using the center of gravity, 

COG. The accuracy and precision of the COG depends on the line-of-light FWHM, 

which, in turn, is responsible for the accuracy, noise and the resolution of the 

developed technique. The image subpixel resolution achieved is 0.01 times a pixel 

and uuncertainty in the raw data is 0.43 µm while it is 0.05 µm in the rms 

roughness.  

The signal processing steps combining the B-Spline filter and the filter in the 

spatial frequency domain were employed in order to separate roughness, 

waviness, and form and position error in the raw profile. The prototype is 

designed to measure online surface roughness and to characterize surface in a 

spatial wavelength spectrum from 0.09 to 30 mm, which is extendable to any 

required spatial range in order to cover a wide scale surface feature such as micro 

roughness, macro roughness and waviness. It is proven that exploitation of a 

simple laser triangulation technique could lead to an improvement in the overall 

quality and efficiency in the paper and paperboard industries and it can also be of 

potential interest for the other surface characterization problems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Evidence shows that solid surfaces were studied from 5th century B.C to 3rd 
century A.D [1]. Surface science has been recognized as an independent branch 
since the Nobel Prize in 1932 was awarded to Irving Langmuir for his contribution 
to surface chemistry. In 2007, Gerhard Ertl was also awarded the Nobel Prize for 
his studies of chemical processes on solid surfaces [2]. The surface topography of 
solid surfaces, in general, is of great importance in engineering applications. 
Researchers in industries take special care to produce their products within the 
allowable tolerance of surface properties. 

Topography plays an important role for the quality assurance and can have an 
effect on the performance of the machine components [3]-[5]. It is of particular 
significance within aerospace, medical fields, bioengineering, precision 
engineering, geomorphometry, optical technology and tribology [6]-[8]. It acts as a 
critical parameter for the acceptance or rejection of a finished product. 

1.1 THE PAPER SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY 

The study of surface out-of-plane (z-directional) geometrical irregularities in a 
wide scale is described as topography. Roughness is one of the components of the 
topography. According to the ASME B46.1-2002 standard, a surface is comprised of 
roughness, waviness, flaws, form and position error. Paper surface, in a broad 
sense, can be described by roughness, cockling and waviness. In general, paper 
surface structure consists of a wide range of spatial frequency components. The 
roughness is defined as the finer irregularities on the surface, which consist of a 
range of higher frequencies that can be the cause of either processing methods or 
the material itself. Waviness is the surface irregularities comprising of long and 
wider deviations, which cover a range of lower frequencies [9]-[11]. The errors 
caused by the shape of the sample under test and due to the misalignment of the 
sample or the incorrect positioning of the measuring device are termed as Form 
and Position error [12]. The roughness could, further, be divided into sub groups 
of Fiber roughness (micro roughness) and Fiber-network roughness (macro 
roughness). Fiber roughness can be scaled as irregularities on the surface up to 0.1 
µm, and Fiber-network roughness from 0.1 µm to 2 mm. The cockling is usually 
superimposed by the waviness and it can be scaled beyond 2 mm whereas the 
waviness can start from 5 mm and onwards.  However, there is no rule set to 
define the boundaries of these irregularities as these properties depend upon the 
type and application of the paper product. For example, in one application, the 
range defined for the roughness can be treated as waviness on other applications. 
Fig. 1 demonstrates an original paper sample, along with extracted components 
roughness, cockling, and waviness [13]. Fig. 1 plot also explains topography in the 
surface spatial wavelength and describes its components such as micro roughness, 
macro roughness, cockling and waviness. Fig. 2 describes (a) surface profile along 
with the form and position error (b) surface profile along with the waviness and (c) 
extracted roughness from the original surface profile. 
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a number of high tech and sophisticated laboratory based surface metrological 
devices and profilers have been developed, which are widely used in the paper 
industries and research organizations.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig.  2 Shows (a) the original profile along with the form and position error (b) shows 

original profile along with the waviness and (c) shows the extracted roughness 
from the original profile. 
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1.3 THE TRADITIONAL SURFACE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

Presently, the paper surface inspection and analysis is based on laboratory 
instruments. Generally, the measurements are performed by pneumatic, electric, 
mechanical and optical techniques and these instruments can be divided into two 
sub categories, namely contact and non-contact based. Commercially available 
contact based instruments are Air Leak and Mechanical Stylus, whereas, FRT 
Microprof, Sture, Optitopo and Photometric stereo [20] are among the non-contact 
sub category. The majority of the instruments, with the exception of the air leak 
method, scans the surface and creates a surface profile in one or two dimensions, 
hence, are commonly known as profilers [31]. 

1.3.1 Pneumatic methods  

The pneumatic methods are also well known as air leak methods in the surface 
measurement field. These have been widely used in the paper and paperboard 
laboratories and have been considered as reliable and trusted instruments over 
many years. The air leaks instruments such as Bekk, Bendtsen and Parker Print 
Surf (PPS) are long trusted in the paper industries and are, broadly speaking, still 
in use. These work on a common basic principle, namely to measure the rate of air 
leakages through the surface under test. These instruments have a sensing head 
which is comprised of a ring shaped metal edge called an “annulus” as shown in 
Fig. 3. When the sensing head is placed on the paper surface, only the annulus 
touches the paper with a specified clamping pressure (198 or 490 kPa). The inlet air 
pressure is externally supplied to the sensing head. The pressure difference 
between the inside and outside of the head is maintained at a constant value by 
means of a pressure regulator. Thus, the rate of air leak between the annulus and 
the paper surface determines the roughness of the sample. 

 

 

Fig.  3 Shows the basic technique of air the leak method. The measuring head with 
annulus (left) and the measurement setup (right) shows how air leakages estimate 
roughness value [31]. 

A simplified sketch for the Bendtsen and Bekk methods is shown in Fig. 4. In 
the Bendtsen method, a paper sample is retained between the annulus and a flat 
glass disc. Its main parts are a compressed air supply, air pressure regulator and 
gauge, flow meter, and measuring head [21]. The pressure regulator maintains a 
steady pressure of 1.47 ± 0.3 kPa in the measuring head during the measuring 
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process.  The Bendtsen roughness is measured by measuring the rate of air flow in 
ml/min. 

The Bekk instrument is the predecessor of the Bendtsen method, which was 
built around a vacuum chamber. During the measurement, air starts to flow from a 
higher pressure to a lower pressure of the vacuum chamber through the sample 
surface. Under this differential pressure the time in seconds is noted to pass an air 
volume of 10 ml. obviously, a rough surface will take less time and a smooth 
surface will take more time. This method is well known for measuring very fine 
surfaces such as finished paper and fine coated paperboards. The Bekk method 
measures the smoothness in sec/10ml unit as opposed to the Bendtsen roughness 
method. The Parker Print Surf (PPS) is a complicated modified version of the 
Bendtsen air leak method. In this design, the pressure on the paper surface was 
increased from 490 kPa to 1960 kPa in order to create a pressure similar to that of 
the printing nip. Thus, the PPS method provides the possibility to characterize the 
paper surface prior to the actual printing in the press by maintaining the same 
printing nip pressure. The PPS instrument is calibrated to provide roughness 
measurements in µm units. The modern microprocessors controlled and automatic 
Bekk smoothness tester and the PPS are commercially available and examples of 
these instruments are shown in Fig. 5(left) and (right) respectively, (courtesy TMI, 
Testing machine Inc. NY) 

 The main disadvantages of all air leak methods, in general, are that they are 
only valid for laboratory measurements, which give roughness in a single variable 
and these tests are destructive. They possess poor resolution and can characterize 
roughness only down to the macro level thus, leaving a requirement for a micro-
roughness instrument [22]. 

 

Fig.  4 Simplified sketch of the air leak methods Bendtsen (left) and Bekk (right) [31]. 



 

Fig.  5 Modern micro controlled automatic surface 
(courtesy TMI). 

1.3.2 The mechanical techniques

The mechanical methods are contact based instruments and the simplest 
mechanical method for
shown in Fig. 6 (left). 

Stylus instruments are used for the metal surface topography
of a fine preloaded diamond tip
under test. The usual mechanical stylus has a vertical resolution from 2 to 5 µm. 
The accuracy of the stylus depends upon the diameter of the tip
around a few µm [23]. As shown in 
sufficient to read the surface topography but this tip is unable to enter the feat
that are narrower than the tip width as shown in positions 2 and 3.

 

 

Fig.  6 The simplest mechanical surface tester is a d
stylus is limited by the diameter of the 
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Modern micro controlled automatic surface tester (left) Bekk and (right) PPS, 
 

The mechanical techniques  

The mechanical methods are contact based instruments and the simplest 
for measuring the surface height is the dial gauge instrument 

s are used for the metal surface topography and these 
a fine preloaded diamond tip, which is mechanically dragged over the surface 

mechanical stylus has a vertical resolution from 2 to 5 µm. 
of the stylus depends upon the diameter of the tip, which can be 

. As shown in Fig. 6 (right) at position 1, the tip diameter is 
sufficient to read the surface topography but this tip is unable to enter the feat
that are narrower than the tip width as shown in positions 2 and 3. 

The simplest mechanical surface tester is a dial gauge (left). The resolution of the 
stylus is limited by the diameter of the tip (right) [31]. 
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Metal surfaces can consist of soft elements such as aluminum, gold, copper, etc. 
and for such soft surfaces, the diamond stylus can create significant scratches. A 
study to investigate the damages on various soft metals was conducted by Meli [3]. 
A mechanical stylus is mainly suitable for iron, steel and any industry involving 
the use of hard metals. 

1.3.3 The optical techniques 

There are a number of optical techniques designed for the micro profiling of the 
paper surface, including MicroProf, Sture, Optitopo, FotoSurf, etc and these are 
widely used in the quality laboratories. The FRT MicroProf has developed a family 
of instruments in order to solve the surface measurement problem with resolution; 
lateral 2 µm and vertical 6 nm and z-direction measuring range up to 600 µm Fig. 
7(a) [32]. The OptiTopo device claims a rapid characterization of the paper and 
paperboard surfaces along with detecting of surface defects, Fig. 7(b) [33]. 

A few online devices are also available commercially for the paper-web surface 
measurement. Honeywell has recently developed an online surface topography as 
the latest scanning and imaging products, Precision FotoSurf [34], based on optical 
sensors Fig. 7(c). The Metso PQV is a process and quality vision that enables online 
inspection and analysis of web defects and web break in the paper and paperboard 
manufacturing floor Fig. 7(d) [35]. Another precise surface measurement using 
optical triangulation technique is a Proscan MasterTrak which is an online paper-
web thickness measurement and control device Fig. 7 (e) [36]. 

1.3.4 Basic optical technique to measure surface height 

In this research work a line-of-light projection technique is adopted. The main 
principle of triangulation for the surface height measurements using a line-of-light 
technique is illustrated in Fig. 8, [37]. A single step height surface is taken to 
simplify the technique. The incident line-of-light falls onto the single step height 
surface sample with an incident angle of α. The surface height deviation is ∆Z and 
∆X is the displacement caused by the incident light due to the height differences.  

 

where, 

 

α= Line-of-light angle of incidence 

∆Z= height variation to be calculated 

∆X= Incidence line displacement due to deviation of surface height 

 

The height variation ∆Z can be determined by applying simple trigonometry on 

the right triangle ABC in Fig. 8, 

 

Tan (α) = ∆X / ∆Z 

 

 ∆Z= ∆X*cot α    (1) 
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Fig.  7 Some devices based on optical techniques; (a) a family of surface profiler from FRT, 
MicroProf series, (b) OptiTopo a surface mapping techniques, (c) Honeywell online 
surface scanner, (d) Metso PQV online surface inspection for defects and (e) 
Proscan MasterTrak  an online paper-web surface thickness measurements. 

(a) (b) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) (e) 
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Fig.  8 Deviation of a line-of-light measurement technique for a step height sample [37]. 

1.4 CHALLENGES IN THE PAPER AND PAPERBOARD INDUSTRIES 

The challenges for the paper and paperboard industries are mainly based on the 
competitiveness of the market and the vast and growing number of applications 
for paper products. Manufacturers would like to improve the surface quality of the 
products and, at present, only the conventional methods for determining the 
surface roughness are in practice in the paper industries. The laboratory 
instruments are generally hi-tech, sophisticated and high resolution with high 
accuracy, but, all are designed for laboratory conditions, therefore, cannot be used 
for online measurements. The well known limitations regarding laboratory 
measurements are that these are slow, measures using only a few samples and thus 
leaving the entire tambour unmeasured. Furthermore, the surface dynamic 
characteristics, which develop during the manufacturing process, such as cockling, 
shrinkages and waviness cannot be found within the small laboratory samples 
with the same and equal intensities [12]. The offline measurements do not provide 
the opportunity, in the majority of cases, to fix the problem in real time, thus, 
online and real time measurements are an essential requirement during the 
manufacturing process, which could lead to maximizing the required production 
efficiently and consequently reducing wastage. The online measurements will also 
ensure both a smooth and uniform surface throughout the production, which will 
provide both satisfaction and confidence in the products. 

    Online measurements on the paper manufacturing floor is a challenging 
research area [14][37] with the main  challenges for  online surface measurements 
techniques being  that the paper-web moves at high speed, which could reach up 
to 2000 m/min, possess high vibrations, dynamic variations in the surface 
characteristics such as shrinkages, cockling, waviness and because of the harsh and 
noisy industrial environment. The online measurements become contaminated 
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from the effects of vibrations and the dynamic properties on the paper-web, which 
makes it difficult to extract the true topography and roughness data [16]. 

The majority of the available online industrial devices measures either a limited 
surface area or only detects the surface defects. The resolution of the available 
online devices during the high speed of the paper-web is also a limitation and it is 
difficult to characterize surfaces in which there are only very minor differences in 
the roughness. Thus, it has become necessary to design an online instrument that 
can measure the surface, comprehensively, over a wide topographical scale. 
Therefore, the industry would prefer, as much as is possible, to conduct both the 
process and product controls online [38] [39]. 

1.5 MOTIVATION OF THE RESEARCH WORK 

The current laboratory measurement is not sufficient to analyze, in a timely 
manner, the manufactured paper surface and the available online devices either 
measure only the coarse surface roughness or are designed to detect the defects. 
The limitations of the existing techniques and the advantages that could be 
achieved in the case of a new online technique have become the motivational drive 
in order to solve this interesting and challenging industrial problem.  

The enthusiasm was high due to the availability of the fast computational tools, 
new computer based image processing algorithms and advanced graphical 
interface software, which have already played an important role in the 
development of artificial-vision and machine-visions systems. The interest from 
the Swedish paper and paperboard industries for the development of an online 
technique and device provided another motivational force for this research work. 
The constant help and technical cooperation from both the Iggesund paperboard 
and Ortviken paper mill have set the aspirations for this work. 

1.6 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS  

A new online surface topography measurement technique and a device have 
been developed based on a line-of-light triangulation method. It measures the 
paper-web surface, which moves at high speed, during the manufacturing process 
in a harsh industrial environment. This technique is obtained by a combination of 
existing optical components, advanced image processing, signal analysis and a 
laser triangulation technique. It has enabled the measurement of the surface 
topography and its characterization, with a particular focus on the paper and 
paperboard manufacturing industries. The following are the main contributions to 
the scientific community.  

1. The investigation was conducted in relation to the topographical 
differences in the cross direction CD and in the machine direction MD 
for various grades of paper and paperboard surfaces. The investigation 
revealed that higher topographical features can be obtained in the CD as 
compared to the MD for the majority of the samples. Therefore, it was 
concluded that, in general, the online measurements would be in the 
CD. 
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2. A new online non-contact optical surface topography measurement 
technique, using a line-of-light triangulation method, have been 
established and the technique is applied to develop an online device, 
which is able to measure the surface in the cross direction CD.  

3. The surface rms roughness and topographical characterization from 
spatial wavelengths of 0.09 mm to 10 mm have been presented. The 
prototype is designed to measure up to 30 mm, however, in principle the 
wavelength range is extendable as per requirement both in the lower 
and higher scales. 

4. The achieved subpixel resolution of the line-of-light images is of the 
order of hundredths of a pixel or equal to 0.43 µm, statistically estimated 
uncertainty (2σ) in the average roughness results was found to be about 
0.05 µm for a smooth sample, which provides a 95% level of confidence 
in the measurement results. 

1.7 THESIS OUTLINE 

The overall research work is organized in this thesis as per following chapters. 

Chapter 1, introduction, describes the importance of the surface topography in 
general and, in particular, in the paper and paperboard manufacturing industries. 
Information for the existing and the traditional techniques are provided. The 
requirement for this research, challenges in this research, motivational sources, and 
contribution to the science community are all stated. 

Chapter 2 describes optical surface scanning techniques and image computation 
to quantify the surface features. Statistical analysis in the rms average roughness 
and surface topographical characterization in the spatial wavelength spectrum are 
also described. Furthermore, power spectra and methods to provide relative 
percentage differences in order to clearly distinguish between different grades of 
paper samples are given. 

Chapter 3, surface measurement pre-considerations, the practical issues and a 
description of the steps and measures required prior to the designing and 
development of an online measurement technique. It enables the readers to have 
knowledge of the importance of the direction of the measurement in the paper 
manufacturing process, describes briefly the paper surface structure properties and 
the differences regarding the measurements in the CD and MD. Finally, the 
importance of the measurement location is provided. 

Chapter 4 covers the developed optical line-of-light triangulation technique in 
detail, including the Image acquisition, Image processing, line-of-light center of 
gravity COG, and construction of the surface profile. It also discusses the image 
subpixel resolution. 

Chapter 5 evaluates the performance and reliability in the developed technique 
by measuring a number of common samples by means of the high resolution 
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reference instruments. Comparisons were performed in the rms roughness in the 
laboratories and online. 

Chapter 6 describes the measurements analysis in the spatial wavelengths 
spectrum, discusses the online comparison of numbers of paper reels in the pilot 
coater machine. It also describes the measurement of the edge and the middle part 
of a tambour and how their topography differs with each other. 

Chapter 7, the most critical parts of the developed technique is disclosed here. 
The accuracy, system noise, uncertainty and the limitations are quantified and 
discussed. 

Chapters 8 and 9, provides a summary of the scientific contributions and the 
summary of the thesis in addition to the overall research conclusions. 

Chapter 10 is a list of the references cited in this thesis work. 

  



 
 

2 SURFACE OPTICAL MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES IN GENERAL 

Optical measurement is an emerging research field mainly because of the non-
contact and non destructive nature of its measurements. A number of surface 
topography measurement techniques have been explored. In these techniques, the 
selection of a particular type of the light and its wavelength plays an important 
role. The topography measurements are either conducted by the use of a 
continuous light source or by means of a pulse light source in order to project onto 
the measuring surface. The type of reflected light could be diffused, specular and 
non-specular and is collected from the paper surface and imaged by the CMOS or 
CCD sensors. There are three well known surface scanning techniques, which are 
point, line and area and these are illustrated in Fig. 9.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig.  9 Three basic principles to measure online surface roughness, point, line and area 
measurement techniques [40] . 

2.1 POINT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 

There are some online devices that measure the surface topography point by 
point. The paper surface is illuminated by the point light source and the reflected 
light is measured by the detector. Fig. 10 describes the basic setup for the point 
measurements in real time. This kind of technique is usually employed for 
measurements along the machine direction.  

2.2 LINE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 

In the line-of-light projection technique, as in contrast to the point projection, a 
beam of light, usually, a laser light is shaped into a thin line and projected onto the 
paper surface. Usually, it is implemented for the measurement in the cross 
direction (CD) thus providing the possibility for the measurement of the whole 
width of the paper-web.  

The laser line-of-light projection technique has been recently utilized by Xu and 
Yang and they have implemented a new algorithm to detect the surface defects of 
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hot rolled strips online [41].  The setup consists of multiple cameras and two laser 
sources to illuminate the surface along the cross direction as shown in Fig. 11. 

2.3 AREA MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 

In this method, an area of the target surface is illuminated and reflected light is 
acquired as the area image. This technique is usually used to measure rough 
surfaces and, generally, to detect the defects covering a wide area on the paper-
web. Fig. 12 shows the setup of the online “Metso Process and Quality Vision 
(Metso PQV)” developed by Metso Automation, which was designed to detect the 
surface flaw and abnormalities. A beam of green color LED causes an area 
illumination on the paper-web along the cross direction and multiple cameras 
capture the reflected area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  10 Simple setup for online point measurements techniques [31] . 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  11 Demonstration of line-of-light projection technique using two laser sources and 
multiple of cameras [41].  
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Fig.  12 Example of online area scans measurement setup in paper industry. A wide area is 
covered on the moving paper-web by multiple cameras to detect the paper surface 
defects, courtesy Metso Automation, Tampere, Finland. 

2.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SURFACE PROFILE 

The introduction section 1.1, Fig. 1 and 2, has provided a description of paper 
surface topographical components, profiles and their extracted components from a 
profile. The irregularities on the paper surface out of the plane direction are 
measured in terms of average roughness and rms roughness, which are calculated 
by the statistical analysis of the profile. Whereas, a comprehensive analysis of the 
surface irregularities is usually required in the research laboratories in order to 
analyze in a wide scale of the wavelength of interest. The wide scaled analysis is 
obtained by transforming spatial domain profiles to the spatial frequency domain 
and the irregularities are studied in ranges of a spatial wavelength spectrum. 

Roughness is one of the main components of topography. This component is 
estimated statistically in one simple variable such as Ra or Rq. Ra is the arithmetic 
average of the surface irregularities and Rq is the root mean square roughness. Ra 
and Rq are the functions of the profile deviations from a mean line [42], Eq. 2 and 3.  
Fig. 13 is a plot of a profile while the Ra and Rq levels are shown in order to clearly 
understand and also to observe the differences between them. The top part of Fig. 
13 is a graphical representation for a 1D profile and the bottom part is a 
representation for the 3D surface map. In this case, ‘L’ is the total length scanned 
on the horizontal axis and ‘x’ is a reference mean line over which the topographical 
heights are measured. The surface profile height ‘Z’ is calculated with reference to 
the mean line and is plotted on the vertical axis. The widely used Ra and Rq 
formulas are represented in the spatial domain as; 
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Fig.  13 Demonstration and differences between average roughness Ra and rms roughness 
Rq. 1D profile [12] (top) and 3D profile (bottom).  

Arithmetic Average Roughness=  
 �� = ��� �|	
 − 	̅|���
��    (2) 
 
Root mean square Roughness (rms) =  
 �� = ���� 		�		
 − 	̅	�	���
�� 	       (3) 

 
where,     	̅	��	����	���� = 	 ��∑ 		
	���
��  

Mean line X 

Rq 

Ra  
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In the paper surface evaluations Ra and Rq are widely used terms. These are the 
functions of the profile deviations from a mean line, calculated in order to extract 
the surface quality as a quantitative analysis [43] - [46]. In Eq. 3 it can be seen that 
the height amplitudes are squared, therefore, the rms is more sensitive to the peaks 
and valleys in the profile. For the majority of samples, studied in this work, the 
amplitudes of Rq were found to be about 10-11% higher than the Ra and all the 
results presented in this thesis are in terms of rms Rq.     

2.4.1 Long wavelength cut-off filter selection in a Profile 

In this study, the signal processing aspect of the image processing mainly 
depends upon the selection of a long wavelength cut-off in order to separate the 
topographical components such as micro roughness, macro roughness, waviness 
and position-error from the measured profile, as given in section 1.1 Fig. 1 and 2. In 
the line-of-light measurement technique, the position-error, for example, profile 
curve or tilt is generally removed by applying an appropriate fit line or a fit curve 
algorithm as one of the pre-processing steps. 

Roughness is obtained by applying a high pass filter with an appropriate long-

wavelength cut-off λc. The long-wavelength cut-off λc value defines how much fine 

roughness is required to be measured. 
The effect of a long-wavelength cut-off λc on the measurement of the roughness 

is plotted in Fig. 14, where the profile evaluation length L is 70 mm. In this 
example, the affect on the roughness is shown by applying four different values of 
λc. The longest value of λc was >8.7 mm and the shortest was >2 mm resulting in 
roughness Rq of 1.06 µm and 0.84 µm respectively. A carefully chosen λc can extract 
the roughness in the range of interest. 

2.5 CHARACTERIZATION AND ANALYSIS IN THE WAVELENGTH SPECTRA 

With regards to analyzing the surface intensely, it is necessary to characterize 
the surface in the spatial frequency domain because it provides the amplitude of 
the surface height at each spatial frequency or wavelength. It facilitates the 
characterization of the surface in the chosen range of spatial spectrum as required 
for different applications. In reality, the surface geometry of the paper contains a 
large amount of information that is not commonly being evaluated. For example, 
in the case of online measurements, the paper surface on the moving web can have 
a number of runtime irregularities in addition to roughness waviness, tension 
affects, curl and cockling etc. Therefore the value of Ra and Rq could easily be 
dominated by one or more such irregularities leading to inaccurate results. 

It has been seen in Fig. 14 that the statistical result contains an estimation of the 
surface irregularities in one variable, which greatly depends on the long-
wavelength cut-off values. Analysis in Ra, Rq can easily distinguish those surfaces 
where the differences of topography between the samples are large but it is 
difficult if the differences are narrow. Thus, a measurement in a single value is 
inadequate if a detailed surface characterization is required. In contrast to this, an 
analysis in the wavelength spectrum can provide comprehensive information of 
the irregularities for each of the wavelength components. It will enable different 
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grades of samples to be classified including those where the differences are very 
minor. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  14 Affect of various long-wavelength cut-off on the measurement of roughness Rq. 

2.5.1 Power spectral calculations 

The surface profiles measured in the spatial domain, Fig. 2, are transformed to 
the frequency domain, by applying a Fourier Transform, for spectral analysis [9].  

If h(w) is the spatial input topography profile then the Fourier transform F of the 
input signal returns the frequency spectrum Z(f) in the spatial frequency domain. 

 
 	��	=		F	{h�w}	 	 			  (4)	
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Z(f) being a complex number, contains both a real and imaginary part of the 
frequency. To determine the power at each frequency, the power spectrum is 
calculated as a product of the frequency spectrum Z(f) and the complex conjugate 
of Z(f). Hence, the power spectrum S(f) is defined as the power of the input signal 
per unit frequency and is mathematically represented as; 

 "�� = 	��	.			̅�� = |	��|�		 	  (5) 
where,   	̅�� is the complex conjugate of 	�� 

 
Thus in the case of more than one profile, there will be more than one power 

spectra S(f). In such cases, usually, the average of all spectra is determined. The 
averaged power spectrum S(f), a function of frequency (f), is further converted to 
S(λ) as a function of wavelength (λ), where λ is defined as; 

λ	=	1/	f	   (6) 

The wavelength power spectrum S(λ) usually contains a large number of 
wavelength components especially if the resolution is high, as it would then be 
difficult to analyze and plot. Therefore, the spectrum is divided into ranges of 
wavelength bands. 

2.5.2 Example of Spectral Plot 

One of the spectral plot examples of a photographic paper samples is shown in 
Fig. 15. In this case, the topography irregularities can be analyzed in each 
component of the wavelength within a range of 0.02 mm to 35 mm. Thus features 
of the surface can be analyzed in each component of the wavelength, which would 
not be possible if the measurements had been taken in a single value of Ra or Rq. 
Paper surface features such as fiber-roughness, fiber-network (fiber bundles etc.) 
roughness, cockling, waviness and form error can be determined as per their 
corresponding wavelength ranges.  

 

 

Fig.  15 Example of a plot in the spatial wavelength spectrum, which shows the features of 
the surface height in each wavelength components from 0.02 to 35 mm spatial 
wavelength range. 
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2.5.3 Relative percent difference Analysis 

The data in the wavelength spectrum could be huge depending upon the 
resolution of the scanning line. For example, if 70 mm length is to be scanned on 
the paper surface, then the line profile will contain 70,000 points if the resolution of 
the profiler is 1 µm. This profile, if transformed into a frequency domain, will 
contain 35,000 spatial wavelength components. In such cases, it will become 
difficult to distinguish between two similar grades of samples. Fig. 16(left) 
provides an example of two spectral plots for which the topography differences are 
very minor. This plot shows that the differences between the two are very subtle, 
but are noticeable.  

   

Fig.  16 Topography comparison of two samples and is difficult to see the differences 
between them in the left figure. Relative percent difference between these two plots 
is shown in right figure, where the differences between the two samples can easily 
be seen in the full wavelength scale [9]. 

 
To evaluate and study the differences between the same grades of samples the 

Relative Percent Difference calculation method has been adopted in this thesis. For 
example the relative percent difference of the two Plots in Fig. 16(left) namely 
Spectrum 1 (SP1) and Spectrum 2 (SP2) can be calculated as, 

 

The Relative Percent Difference in SP1 and SP2 
  

    = (�"�ʎ*+� − "�ʎ*+�,/"�ʎ*+�, ∗ 100  (7) 
 
 where,  "�ʎ*+�	=	rms	roughness	in	the	SP1.	"�ʎ*+�	=	rms	roughness	in	the	SP2.	
 

The difference between the two is plotted in Fig. 16(right). This plot is quite 
clear and the differences between the two topographies can now be clearly seen 
along the full wavelength spectra.  
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3 SURFACE MEASUREMENT PRE-CONSIDERATIONS 

The pre-design steps were considered before the final development of the 
technique and the device. 

3.1 THE DIRECTION OF THE TOPOGRAPHY 

It is well known that a paper surface can be measured in either the machine 
direction (MD) or the cross direction (CD). During the paper manufacturing 
process, the majority of the fibers maintain a lengthwise orientation in the direction 
of travel that is, towards the machine direction. The cross direction is the direction 
at right angles to the machine direction that is along the width of the paper-web as 
shown in Fig. 17.  

In the laboratory setup a sample can be measured in the CD or MD, therefore, it 
can be mapped in either one direction or in both directions. For the online 
measurements, usually, one measurement direction has to be selected prior to the 
development of the design technique, therefore, an investigation of the 
topographical differences between MD and CD were conducted.      

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.  17 Two possible direction of measurement on moving paper-web, towards machine 
direction MD and towards paper-web cross direction CD. 

MD 

CD 
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3.1.1 The paper surface properties  

In general, it is accepted that the pulp fibers possess a variety of spatial features 
on its surface. Fibers orientation is effected by the pulp suspension flow during the 
manufacturing process. However, fibers orientation also depends on the 
manufacturing methods and it is of elliptical shape [47] and in the modern process 
it can be managed in any direction, mainly to make surface smooth and uniform. 
During the manufacturing process, paper fibers have a tendency to align and are 
oriented in the traveling direction, i.e. the MD, thus paper possesses anisotropic 
properties [41] [47] . Paper is also a hydrophilic material, therefore, moisture and 
coating causes changes in the paper’s dimensions thus affecting the surface 
topography, mainly in the cross direction.  

In-plane fiber orientation measurement can be obtained as shown in Fig. 18 [48]. 
The figure contains two coordinate plots. One is the global coordinate (CD, MD) 
and the other is the local coordinate (n1, n2). In the local coordinate system n1 is the 
axis in which the maximum fiber elongation has occurred while n2 is for the 
minimum elongation axis. The orientation angle θ is the angle between the MD and 
the direction n1. The anisotropy is defined as the ratio of two elongation distances 
‘a’ and ‘b’ which shows how strongly the fiber changes its direction: 

 ξ	=	a/b    (8) 
 

Leppänen and Hämäläinen [48] studied a number of sample papers and 

found that the fiber elongation in the MD is higher than in the CD. 

 

 

Fig.  18 Fiber orientation distribution measurement in CD and MD. The intensity of 
anisotropy is defined as ξ = a/b [48]. 

The Scandinavian Pulp, Paper and Board, a testing committee (SCAN-P 9:93), 
[49]describes the test procedure for identifying the MD and CD directions of a 
paper and a paperboard sample. In general the paper properties, for example, tear 
resistance, bending resistance, tensile properties and compression resistance are 
different in the MD and CD directions [39] [50]. Similarly, the surface topography 
is also different in these two directions as explained in [9]. The manufacturing 
control loop comprises of a number of CD control variables and the main objective 
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is to reduce the variations of the paper properties such as basis weight, weight per 
unit area, moisture content and thickness in the CD direction.  

3.1.2 Surface topography investigation in CD and MD  

To investigate the surface topography differences between the CD and MD, 
four groups of paper samples, comprising of a total of 20 samples, were chosen as 
listed in Table 1. These samples possess variations in surface roughness and 
topography in a wide scale because the samples’ surface qualities are from high 
roughness to the low roughness. The samples in group 4(a) are those taken from 
the edge of the paperboard web while the samples in 4(b) were taken from the 
middle. It is commonly known that the topography level could be higher at the 
edge position due to shrinkages during the drying process.  

Table 1   List of samples, chosen for the CD MD measurements [9]. 

Sample 
Groups 

Description Surface 
No. of 
samples 

1 Paperboard Uncoated 2 

2 LWC Uncoated 5 
3 LWC Coated 5 
4(a) 
 
4(b) 
 

Paperboard 
(edge web) 
Paperboard 
(Middle web)  

Coated 
 
Coated                  
 

4 
 
4 
 

3.1.3 Measurement in the CD and MD 

The measurements on the 20 samples were performed by an FRT optical 
profiler MicroProf, widely used in paper industries, developed by Fries Research & 
Technology GmbH. It has a z-direction resolution of 10 nm and the measurements 
were taken when the resolution was 10 µm along the line-of-light in the horizontal 
direction. How the sample area scanned is shown in Fig.19.  The sample area 
scanned was 60 mm by 60 mm. The horizontal line resolution was 10 µm and thus 
a total of 6000 points were obtained in one line. The horizontal lines are, however, 
spaced at a distance of 0.6 mm and thus, in order to cover 60 mm along the vertical 
direction a total of 100 lines were scanned. Thus, the scanned data obtained has a 
map of 6000 x 100 points. In this way the surfaces of all the 20 samples were 
mapped both in the CD and MD, separately. The processing steps in order to 
investigate the differences in the CD and MD are described in Fig. 20.  

Fig. 20 shows that each sample was scanned for 100 lines, therefore, 100 profiles 
were obtained. All samples were scanned in CD and MD, separately, and 100 
profiles were obtained for each sample, both in the CD and MD. The spatial 
domain profiles were transformed into the surface spatial frequency domain by 
applying a Fourier Transform. The 100 spatial power spectra were averaged to 
obtain a surface spectrum for each of the samples and, at a later stage, this is 
converted into the spatial wavelength spectrum, which represents the final surface 
topography for each of the samples. In this way, 20 average power spectra in the 
CD and 20 in MD were obtained and are plotted in Fig. 21. 
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Fig.  19 A total of 20 samples were scanned in both the CD and the MD. The figure shows 
how each sample was mapped by the FRT profiler [9]. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.  20 Block diagram shows an overview of the investigation in CD MD differences [9]. 

0.6mm 

60 mm = 
100 lines 

10 µm 

60 mm = 
6000 points 

Point scanned by the optical 
profiler. Resolution x-axis =0.6 mm, 

y-axis = 10 µm, Area scanned= 
60mm x 60mm 

Paper 
Sample 

Each sample scanned in CD  

(Surface was mapped in 100 x 6000 points) 

Each sample scanned in MD  

(Surface was mapped in 100 x 6000 points) 

 

100 CD Profiles for each sample 

CD Profiles transformed to spatial frequency 

domain and 100 power spectra obtained 

MD Profiles transformed to spatial frequency 

domain and 100 power spectra obtained 

Full surface in CD is characterized by 

single power spectrum obtained by the 

average of 100 power spectra 

Differences were obtained between CD and MD for the 20 samples in the spatial 

wavelength spectra (Plots in Fig. 13 ) 

Total 20 samples comprises of 4 quality groups. (Table I) 

100 MD Profiles for each sample 

Full surface in CD is characterized by 

single power spectrum obtained by the 

average of 100 power spectra 
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(a) 

 
 

 

(b) 

Fig.  21 Surface characterization and comparison of 20 samples. The characterization    
correlates with the quality grades of the samples as listed in Table 1. Fig. (a) is 
spectral plots for CD and (b) for MD [9]. 

3.1.4 Differences in the CD and MD 

The relative percent differences in the CD and MD for the uncoated 
paperboards are shown in Fig. 22(a). This plot clearly distinguishes between the 
measurements in both the directions. It can be noted that from the spatial 
wavelength 20 µm to 500 µm, the CD measurements always have higher 
amplitudes (about 15%) as compared to that for the MD. On the other hand, from 
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700 µm to 8 mm the trend average shows that the MD measurements have higher 
surface topographical values than those for the CD. 

The CD MD relative percent difference for the LWC uncoated samples is 
presented in Fig. 22(b). It can be stated, roughly, that for such type of paper the CD 
measurements yield higher topographical amplitudes than those of the MD within 
the range 20 µm to 4 mm, with some exceptions from 800 µm to 950 µm. However, 
beyond 4 mm the measurement results are fluctuating and unclear. Fig. 22(c) is for 
the LWC paper samples which show that their topography is almost similar to 
those of the LWC uncoated samples. 

The coated paperboard consists of samples from the edge web and from the 
middle web as mentioned in Table 1. The edge side of the paper surface, in general, 
has possibilities of higher roughness as compared to the middle side of the web 
and it is mainly due to the higher shrinkages at the edge side. Fig. 22(d) is a relative 
percent difference plot between the CD and MD for the edge paperboard samples 
and shows that, from 20 µm to 1 mm (with exception from 90 to 110 µm), the 
topography amplitudes in the CD are considerably larger (about 15-20%) than 
those for the MD. In contrast, in Fig. 22(e) the relative percent difference for the 
middle web samples, from 20 to 90 µm, appear to be very close to zero. However, 
for the middle web samples a few valleys and peaks beyond the wavelength of 500 
µm can also be observed. 

3.1.5 The Investigation Conclusions 

Close similarities were found in the shorter wavelength range of 20 µm to 500 
µm among the uncoated paperboards, uncoated LWC and the LWC, where the CD 
topographical amplitudes are higher than MD. Again, the topographical 
similarities for these grades of papers and paperboards started with a dip in the 
MD from the 500 µm wavelength. For the edge-web coated paperboards, the 
higher topographies in the CD were found in the shorter wavelengths from 20 to 
90 µm, whereas, for the samples of middle-web coated paperboards, the relative 
percent difference in the CD and the MD is close to zero for shorter wavelengths 
up to 90 µm [9]. 

The dip, for the majority of the measurements in the MD at the different longer 
wavelength ranges depends upon the paper quality grades and suggests an 
increase in the topography height in the MD for the specific wavelength band. This 
could be explained by the fact that the wood fibers in the majority of cases align in 
the MD, and those fibers in the length direction could influence these wavelengths, 
which will have a particular effect on the measurements of the uncoated surfaces.  

The results of the topography in the CD and MD vary from one quality to 
another for the samples. It suggests that this type of investigation is required to be 
performed on each specific paper and paperboard quality before any decision can 
be taken to make measurements (especially online) in either the CD or the MD. 
These types of measurements can also contribute in relation to estimating the 
tendency of the fiber orientation along the CD and the MD.  

 
 



 

Fig.  22 CD-MD Relative percent difference (a) uncoated paperboard, (b) for 
uncoated, (c) for LWC
side of coated paperboards
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MD Relative percent difference (a) uncoated paperboard, (b) for LWC
uncoated, (c) for LWC coated, (d) Edge side of coated paperboards and (e) Middle 
side of coated paperboards [9]. 
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The result in percentage differences indicates that there are substantial 
differences in the CD and the MD topography amplitudes. Therefore, 
measurements in both the CD and the MD could prove to be beneficial in 
characterizing the surface quality of a sample. This, however, can be difficult to 
achieve in an online situation because of the high velocities of the paper-web and 
the large amount of data that would have to be gathered and processed in real-
time. 

The overall conclusion is that higher surface topographical features can be 
measured in the CD for the majority of the shorter spatial wavelengths for the 
samples of uncoated lightweight, lightweight coated paper (LWC) and 
paperboards. Because the manufacturer of these grades of papers and paperboards 
are interested in obtaining accurate topographical measurements in the shorter 
wavelength, it was, thus, meaningful to design a prototype that can measure the 
online paper-web topography in the cross direction rather than in the machine 
direction. 

3.2 THE LOCATION OF MEASUREMENT ONTO THE RUNNING PAPER-WEB 

It was the desire of the paper manufacture to install an online topography 
device at the final section of the manufacturing process so that the device could 
measure the final coated and finished surface. Therefore, the proposed device was 
to be installed anywhere after the coating section. The location of the measurement 
was one of the important parts of the entire optical technique. There could be a 
number of locations but, as the paper-web was found to be stable directly and close 
to the metallic rolling cylinder, these locations were, therefore, considered as the 
location of the measurement [51]. Fig. 23(a) shows two possible locations; location 1 
directly onto the rolling cylinder and location 2 close to it. Location 2 suffers from 
stress and possesses stretched waviness/wrinkles and if the line of laser (shown 
with red line) is scanned at this location it will also carry information of these 
undesired properties. Whereas, in location 1 there is a metallic rolling cylinder 
behind it and against which the paper-web moves smoothly and is free of 
waviness and wrinkles. 

It was observed that, at location 1, the surface of the paper-web may suffer from 
stress as well as relief that could mislay the paper-web and which could cause an 
error in the final measurement as shown in Fig. 23(b) [51]. This mislay situation is 
rare and could be the result of some dynamic changes in the machine, drives or 
due to an abrupt change in the process. The software was designed in such a way 
that if this mislay is serious, then the measurements are simply discarded. Fig. 23(c) 
shows the ideal situation where the paper-web is stable and without any wrinkles 
and mislay on the surface. We have observed that a thick paper such as 
paperboard runs very smoothly against the rolling cylinder, which provides a 
highly stable paper-web. Therefore, the conclusion drawn was to design a device 
that could prove to be a best fit for measurement at location 1. Fig. 23(d) shows the 
OnTop device installation at location 1 in the pilot coater machine in Sweden.  
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Fig.  23  Illustration of laser line scanning locations onto a moving paper-web. (a) Indicates 
two possible locations, location 1 (wrinkle free) and 2 (with stretch and wrinkle). 
(b) Long waviness could appear due to the loose paper-web against rolling 
cylinder. (c) An ideally smooth paper-web. (d) OnTop installation against moving 
cylinder at pilot coater machine [51]. 

(a)                                                      (b) 

(c)                                                       (d) 

Location 1 Location 2 





 
 

4 MEASUREMENT METHOD 

In the optical roughness measurement technique, a light source is projected 
onto the surface to be under test and the roughness is measured indirectly from the 
surface by the scattered reflected light. When a source of light encounters a paper 
surface, it reflects from the surface and the reflection phenomena depend on the 
surface structure and the irregularities on it, however, the scattering behavior of 
the electromagnetic waves is dominant in the topography measurement. The 
topography estimated by illuminating the surface is not necessarily the intrinsic 
property of that surface but depends on the properties of a wave being 
reflected/scattered too [52]. Reflection, in general, can be divided in three broad 
categories, specular, spread, and diffuse, which are shown in Fig. 24 [53]. When 
light reflects from the smooth surface such as mirror then the Fresnel law applies 
i.e. reflected angle remains same as the incident angle and it is called specular 
reflection, figure (a). In this case if the incident light is collimated then the reflected 
light is also collimated i.e. remains in full coherence. If the surface is non-smooth 
then the spread reflection take place as shown in figure (b), here, reflected ray has 
different angle but collectively follow the angle of incident. This spread reflected 
light contains specular component and reduced coherent component as a diffuse 
spectrum. The third category is the Lambertian scattering, which takes place for 
very rough surface and it contains almost all the non-coherent component as a 
diffuse light, i.e. the reflection occurs in all the directions. Thus, in general, it is the 
surface topography which causes the degree of light scattering. Scattering is a 
commonly known phenomenon in which coherence is not maintained up to a 
significant degree and have been applied by many researchers to measure the 
surface roughness and this research is also based on this technique.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 24 The basic scattering phenomena onto (a) mirror like smooth surface, (b) rough 
surface, (c) very rough surface. 

Reduced 
coherent 

Specular 

(a)                                            (b) 

Surface under 
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Non-coherent 
(diffuse field) 
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When light strikes onto a rough surface, the light radiations are firstly absorbed 
by the surface particles and secondly this absorbed energy is immediately released 
by the particles in random directions as scattered light. Thus scattering describes 
the particle behavior of light waves, whereas in contrast to it, the diffraction 
pattern describes the wave nature of light.   

The online measurement of surface topography in the manufacturing floor is a 
challenge to the surface metrological researchers. To meet the challenges, as 
discussed in section 1.4, an optical line-of-light triangulation technique was 
developed for the online surface topography onto the moving paper-web directly 
during the paper manufacturing process. In this chapter the developed technique 
is described step by step. 

4.1 THE PULSED LASER AS ILLUMINATION SOURCE 

The choice of regarding the type of illumination is of great importance and has 
a significant impact on the surface measurement technique [53] [54]. A wide range 
of light sources are available from diffuse to collimated, from visible to non-visible 
and from continuous to pulse mode of operation. As an example, efforts have been 
made to develop surface measurement techniques using diffuse light sources such 
as incandescent and LED, and lasers sources. 

A laser source is used in this work, which is illuminated in pulses of 1 µs 
duration. It is based on a semiconductor laser diode and has a divergence along the 
length of laser facet (θy) of 26° while along the width (θx) it is 12°. The emission 
facet of the laser beam is a rectangle. The general benefits of using a semiconductor 
laser diode are based on its small size, lightweight, high power and very efficient. 

 The continuous mode of laser illumination is usually used in the still or slow 
moving images where there is a reduced possibility of a blurred image. The paper-
web moves at high speeds and, in order to cope with the high speed problems, a 
pulsed laser source has been used. The 1 µs pulsed laser source acquires images of 
high speed moving paper surface without any considerable blurriness and these 
are treated as freeze images. For example, at a speed of 1000 m/min, the paper 
surface moves 16.7 µm within the duration of the 1 µs pulse. The surface structure 
measured in this study has resolution in the spatial wavelengths equal to 90-100 
µm, which is much higher than the surface movement in 1 µs, which causes the 
images to appear as if they were standing still. 

Furthermore, the advantage of a pulsed laser source is that it is capable of 
producing a powerful burst of light beam for a short duration, which enables 
illumination of the majority of the paper surface features. The laser source, a 
multichannel semiconductor operating in the near infrared region, has a 
wavelength of 900 nm and the maximum power delivered in pulse mode is 100 
watt, thus the energy delivered is, 

 
Energy = Power · Pulse duration = 100 µJ. 
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The laser line images were acquired by synchronizing a trigger pulse with the 
laser sources. A tight synchronization technique was adopted because of the 1 µs 
pulsed laser source. 

4.2 THE PROTOTYPE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 

The laser beam is shaped into a thin line-of-light using two cylindrical lenses 
and is encountered onto the paper-web surface perpendicularly to the plane of the 
paper surface. The laser line is scattered after striking the surface and the scattering 
pattern depends on the level of surface irregularities. The scattered line-of-light is 
collected by the objective lens onto the imaging sensors. The axis of the objective 
lens is fixed at 65º normal to the paper surface, which makes a line-of-light 
triangulation geometry. The technique illuminates the surface at right angle to the 
plane of the surface, whereas, the scattered reflected line-of-light is collected, 
obliquely, onto the detector at a low angle, which ensures that the majority of the 
surface features in the z-direction are covered. The low angle reflected light collects 
only the low specular light, which helps to avoid saturation of the imaging sensors 
in case of mirror like smooth surfaces. The imaging sensors mapped an image in a 
matrix of 1600x240 pixels. The images are acquired and image processing steps are 
applied, mainly to remove noise and to crop the images widthwise down to 30-50 
pixels so that only pixels above a preset threshold gray level can be utilized. The 
processed image is transformed to a 1D array of size 1600 using the center of 
gravity COG, which is termed as a surface raw profile.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 25 The basic online measurement technique is shown [12]. 
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Steps of signal processing are applied to the raw profile mainly to remove 
irrelevant features by applying an appropriate low pass filter in the frequency 
domain. Statistical analysis was performed to estimate the surface roughness as a 
single predictor as well as in a spatial wavelength spectrum from 0.09 to 10 mm. 
The simplified online measurement technique is shown in Fig. 25. Two 40 mm focal 
length plano-convex cylindrical lenses were used to project a focused thin line-of-
light onto the paper surface. For the sake of simplicity only 1 laser and 1 imaging 
sensor are shown, but in the original, 2 laser sources and 3 imaging sensors are 
deployed. 

A three terabyte USB mass storage device is integrated into the system in order 
to save the images, online data and the history of the measurements. 

4.3 THE LINE-OF-LIGHT RAY DIAGRAM 

The cylindrical lenses are used to shape a point source to a line of light [55]. Fig. 
26 shows a plano-convex cylindrical lens, which has one side plane and other side 
cylindrical. The plane surface has infinite radius of curvature, therefore, light travel 
straight as shown in purple color rays. The curved surface of the lens has finite 
radius of curvature thus, horizontal light, which enters through the curved 
surfaces gathered at the focus point, shown in blue color rays. 

The energy of the pulse laser line, projected onto the paper surface, should be 
high energy so that it could enables the imaging sensors to acquire images within 
the range of 160 - 240 gray levels and is able to maintain the line-of-light intensity 
as uniform as possible from one end to the other end. This is an important part of 
the technique because the width of the laser line projected onto the paper surface 
has to be narrow and, at the same time, it has to maintain sufficient light intensity. 

The two cylindrical lenses as shown in Fig. 27 are deployed in order to create a 
focused and narrow line-of-light. The laser beam is shaped into the line-of-light by 
these two cylindrical lenses. The narrow laser line is projected onto the paper 
surface at the secondary lens focal length f2= 40 mm.  

4.4 CONSTRUCTION OF LINE-OF-LIGHT 

The non-uniform energy distribution of the laser is a source of noise in the 
system [56]. In order to maintain a uniform light intensity throughout the length of 
the line-of-light, one laser source was insufficient, therefore, two laser sources are 
deployed, which were concatenated in series. By using two laser sources, the 
effective length the acquired line was up to 210 mm. The 210 mm length of the 
laser line onto the paper surface is monitored by the 3 CCD sensors. The width of 
the line-of-light is maintained within the 4-5 pixels range, however, the effective 
width consists of approximately 3-4 pixels, taking into account the effective 
intensity levels. 

Each of the CCD sensors covers a physical length of line on the paper surface, 
which is equal to 70 mm, however, the gray intensity levels in the three imaging 
sensors are not exactly uniform and identical as shown in Fig. 28. Thus, the 
possibility exists that the intensity level will differ in the middle and corners for the 
full length of 210 mm. In this figure, three line images, corresponding to their 
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width of the line in the cross direction, are shown for the middle position and the 
extreme ends position. These plots show that the intensity distribution is not 
uniform along the length of the line. The requirement is that the intensity level 
should be maintained to be as uniform as possible in the range of 160 – 240 gray 
levels. 

 

                               

Fig. 26 The basic focusing property of a plano-convex cylindrical lens in order to create a 
line-of-light.  

           
 

                                        

Fig. 27 The line-of-light ray tracing diagram using one laser source. The final line-of-light 
is constructed using two laser sources which projects effectively 210 mm length of 
light onto the paper surface [40]. 
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The measurement technique is based on the center of gravity (COG) which is 
accountable for the changes in the surface height rather than the change in the 
intensity level of the line, which thus reduces the effect of the non-uniform 
intensity distribution in the overall measurement system. Experimentally, it has 
been found that the full width at a half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian distribution 
of the line profile is about 2 -3 pixels. 
 

 

Fig. 28 The intensity distribution along the whole line of 210 mm length. Intensity is on 
vertical axis while the No. of pixels on horizontal axis [40].  

4.5 OPTICAL HEIGHT DEVIATION MEASUREMENT 

The development of the prototype is based on a fundamental surface height 
measurement technique [57], shown in Fig. 29. The top two parallel and horizontal 
lines are treated as the deviation on the paper surface h. A laser source is projected 
onto the paper surface at right-angle to the plane of the paper. The low specular 
light reflected from the paper is imaged by the CCD sensors. The corresponding 
position shift onto the imaging sensor due to the deviation on the paper surface h is 
∆y. The optical axis is θ=65°, normal to the paper surface. The actual height 
deviation paper surface is at right-angle to h while the sensor captures this height 
equivalent to h´. The position shift on the sensor ∆y can be derived as    

 

Δy ≈ B *CDE
F ∗ ℎ   (9) 

 

where, b is the image to lens distance, which was found to be 27.78 mm using a 
25 mm focal length of the sensor lens and a is the paper surface to the lens distance. 
The prototype is designed with a= 250 mm and θ=65°. By taking the values of these 
constants, the Eq. (9) can be trimmed down to, 
 

Δy ≈ 0.101*h   (10) 
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For example, if the actual height on the paper surface is 100 µm, the position 
shift on the imaging sensor would be 10.1 µm, which is about a 2.3 pixels shift on 
the imaging sensor [40].  
 

 

Fig. 29 Surface height measurement technique adopted by the OnTop [40]. 

4.6 SPATIAL SURFACE FEATURES AND LINE-OF-LIGHT TRIANGULATION 

The paper surface posses complex surface structure in terms of spatial 
frequencies.  The laser beam is shaped into a thin line and projected onto the paper 
surface which is captured by the imaging sensors. One imaging sensor covers a 70 
mm physical length on the paper surface in an array of 1600 pixels, which is 
transformed into the spatial domain. The line-of-light spatial domain represents 
the surface features in terms of frequencies. In this frequency spectrum, as 
illustrated in Fig. 30, the highest frequency of the surface features is represented by 
the spatial wavelength ʎmin=0.087 mm and the lowest frequency by the spatial 
wavelength ʎmax= 70 mm. In order to achieve stable and confident measurements, 
in this thesis, the paper surface features are characterized from spatial wavelengths 
0.09 to 10 mm.  

The line-of-light is projected onto the paper surface perpendicularly and the 
reflected scattered light is collected by the imaging sensors at 65º to the normal of 
the surface plane. It is generally known that the details of the surface features can 
be seen obliquely. Fig. 31 illustrates two cases, i) when the angle of view is at an 
angle θ and ii) when it is perpendicular to the surface plane, i.e. 90 degree. In the 
case of 90º angle of view the surface height deviation h can be reached by the 
imaging sensor, however, it cannot see the surface features because the sensor will 
be insensitive to distinguish the height differences at this angle. 
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Fig. 30 The imaging sensor covers spatial features on the paper surface from wavelength 
ʎmax= 70 mm to ʎmin=0.087 mm. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 31 Triangulation angle θ in relation to the occlusion and spatial wavelengths. 
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obtained clearly. Alternately, the triangulation angle θ increases the measurement 
resolution and increases sensitivity in calculating center of gravity COG but higher 
than 65º could lead to the higher occlusion, which, in turn, increases the 
measurement error. In practice the surface height deviations h on the paper and 
paperboard surfaces could be in the range of 0.5 – 5 µm for the shorter spatial 
wavelengths and as mentioned above the minimum spatial wavelength along the 
horizontal direction is ʎmin= 90 µm, which is very higher than the surface height 
deviation h. Therefore, in this measurement technique the effect of occlusion at 
triangulation angle 65º is not significant as shown in Fig. (b). 
 

4.7 IMAGE PROCESSING AND COG 

4.7.1 Image acquisition 

The acquisitions of the images are synchronized with the laser pulse source and 
images are captured by the CCD sensors. The CCD sensors have a full pixel 
resolution of 1600x1200 but, each sensor is pre-configured in such a way that 
cropped images are acquired with a pixel resolution of 1600x240. The images are 
cropped because the width of interest is the width of the laser line, which covers 
only a small area. The optical setup ensures that the width of the line-of-light on 
the sensor is as narrow as possible. The narrow line width is required in order to 
improve the accuracy with regards to calculating the center of gravity COG of the 
images. Before calculating the COG, the images were further cropped widthwise in 
order to achieve only the width of the laser line. The final width of the frame was 
set to be between 30 - 50 pixels depending on the paper roughness and the tilt of 
the laser line due to its form and position error. For example, a laser line could 
occupy a wider width onto the rough LWC paper surface while, onto the fine 
coated paperboard, it could occupy a narrower width. The final cropped image 
achieved is of a small size and utilizes less space and performs the image 
processing task more rapidly. 

The imaging sensor exposure time was configured at 1 ms but because the laser 
pulse width duration is only 1 µs, the system’s exposure time is also 1 µs. The gain 
regarding the sensor was set to a minimum value in order to minimize the 
electronic noise. 

The prototype acquires sequential images synchronized by means of a free 
running pulse generator. A pulsed laser beam, of about one microsecond duration, 
was shaped into a thin line-of-light and projected onto the surface of the moving 
paper-web. This long evaluation length 210 mm, enhances the accuracy and 
enables the analysis over a wide scale, which would be beneficial for a paper 
manufacturer in relation to investigating the surface properties such as micro 
roughness, macro roughness, cockling and waviness. 

In the initial development phases, the technique was trialled for tissue paper 
and photo copier paper surfaces, utilizing three imaging sensors synchronized 
with each other and with the laser sources. The images acquired by the three 
imaging sensors are shown in Fig. 32. This trial test provided the motivation to 
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continue with this research in order to achieve the target required for the online 
paper and paperboard surfaces. 

The line-of-light images taken for the three different grades of paper samples, 
namely, i) glossy photographic paper, ii) coated paperboard and iii) lightweight 
coated (LWC) paper are shown in Fig. 33. The images on the left are for the 
samples i), middle for sample ii) and right are for the sample iii). Fig. (d) - (f) are a 
magnified part of these images. An attempt was made to maintain the gray 
intensity amplitude in a uniform manner from one end of the line-of-light to the 
other end, however, due to an obvious reason, the intensity is found to be higher in 
the middle part of each image, which was ensured not to be saturated in any case. 

 

 

Fig. 32 Acquisition of three synchronized images, a trial test on tissue paper surface. 

 

 

Fig. 33 Top row; (a) - (c) Line-of-light images for the three samples i) Graphic paper (left), 
ii) coated paperboard (middle) and iii) LWC (right). Middle row (d) - (f) show a 
small section of magnified images for the samples i) – iii). Fig. (g) - (i) the cross-
section line profile of the images of each sample . 

Fig. 33 (g) - (i) show the cross-section intensity line profiles acquired at the 
middle position of each images. Experimentally, it has been found that the full 
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width at a half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian distribution of the line profile is 
about 2-3 pixels for samples of different grades of papers and paperboards. It is 
noted that a line-of-light with a FWHM of 3 pixels is accurately focused on the 
paper surface and if it is wider than 3 pixels, then the optical system was required 
to be properly tuned/focused.  

4.7.2 Image processing 

After acquiring the image, it was further cropped widthwise, the intention 
being to closely investigate the interested width of the line-of-light, while 
maintaining an unchanged length, in order to make the image processing task both 
fast and efficient. The final image resolution was 1600 x 30 pixels. 

The simplest segmentation on the images was applied by using the lower soft 
threshold function as follows, 

 
  

Io(xi, yi) -  thresh,     if Io(xi, yi) > thresh         (11) 
    

 0, otherwise  
 

where, Io(xi, yi) is the original cropped image and I(xi,yi) is the new image after the 
threshold. When the pixel value in the original image is less than the set threshold 
(thresh) value, the new pixel value is assigned a 0. In this work, the thresh is set to 
10. The cross-section line profiles in Fig. 33 for the three different grades of paper 
surface images exhibit the smooth behavior of the plot and have minimum side 
lobes, which are achieved after the application of a low level threshold. 

The histograms for the line-of-light images, taken for the above mentioned 
three different grades of paper samples, are shown in Fig. 34. A histogram is useful 
for determining the total number of pixels at each grayscale intensity level (0-255 
gray levels in 8 bit imaging system). It shows clearly how much variation there is 
and where the majority of the values lie in our line-of-light measurement 
technique. It is also useful to check whether the measuring sensor is underexposed 
or overexposed. For common image processing tasks, it is, generally, desired to 
have uniform intensity levels on a gray scale but, in the line-of-light application, 
the case is different and the number of pixels in the darker regions is higher than in 
the brighter region. The histogram shows the effect of the threshold, which was set 
at 10 gray scale. In this work, histogram assists in determining the number of 
pixels that are close to saturation, as the accuracy of the measurement, without 
doubt, is reduced if many pixels are saturated (intensity should be < 255). In this 
case, a long evaluation length (210 mm) is being used and, some pixels may 
possibly achieve 255 gray scale, therefore, histogram assists in ensuring that the 
saturated pixels are minimized, however, few pixels could be permitted to have 
intensities close to 255 as shown in Fig. 34. The comparison of the three histograms 
indicates, at a glance, that during the first half of the plot (grayscale 10 - 128) the 
overall pixel count is the highest for the graphic paper, which is the smoothest 
sample and is the lowest for the roughest surface, i.e. LWC. A separate study and 

I(xi, yi)  = 
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investigation could be conducted to further analyze the line-of-light histogram in 
relation to the surface quality of paper and paperboard. 

 

 

Fig. 34 The histogram, total number of pixels at each grayscale level, for the images of 
samples in Fig. 33. 

4.7.3 The Line-of-light Image COG 

The line-of-light images, after cropping, have a size of approximately 1600 x 30 
pixels. The center of gravity, COG, is the fundamental statistical function used in 
the image processing tasks to find out objects’ positions, orientations and 
navigations. In the machine vision applications, the tracking of robots or moving 
objects are determined with subpixel precision by computing their center of 
gravities [58][59]. 

As shown in above Fig. 33(a)–(c) the reflected line-of-lights are deformed 
proportional to the topography of the paper surface. The use of the COG has been 
exploited, in this case, to estimate the net effect of the surface roughness in the line-
of-light images. The COG is calculated in the vertical direction of the image, which 
transforms an image of size 1600 x 30 into a one dimensional array of size 1600. 
The simple COG function is shown by Eq. (12).  

 
  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 35 Magnified pixilation image shows the width of a narrow laser line [40]. 
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 NOP
 = Q 
R STU,V∗WX

VY
VZV[

R STU,VX
VY
VZV[

   (12) 

 
where, x and y are the coordinates of the pixel in the image plane. I, is the intensity 
of each individual pixel. y1 and y2 are the upper and lower end rows of the image 
as shown in Fig. 35, whereas k is the constant and in this study it is equal to 43.  

Higher accuracy in the COG can be achieved if the line width is minimized. The 
optical setup, as described earlier, was fine tuned in order to obtain the width of a 
line on the imaging sensor from 4 - 5 pixels. However, an effective line width of 3 
pixels, almost throughout the full length of a line, was maintained. Fig. 35 is a part 
of a magnified image. In section 7.7, where a subpixel is described and it is 
determined that the subpixel resolution in the developed device is achieved to be 
0.01 times the pixel resolution.  

4.7.4 Construction of surface profile 

The surface information such as roughness, waviness, form and position errors 
are embedded in this one dimensional COG, which can be termed as a raw surface 
profile. The continuous plot in Fig. 36(a) is the COG, which is tilted upwards due to 
form and position errors [31][41] and it was necessary, as a first step, to remove 
this tilt. A simple first degree polynomial, a linear Fit line Lx, is created and shown 
as a dashed plot in Fig. 36(a). In the created Fit line Lx, m is the slope of the tilt and 
b is the y-intercept. The COGx is subtracted from the Fit line Lx and the resultant is 
called the primary profile, P1x and is derived by means of Eq. (13).  

The primary profile P1x needs to have its mean value at zero in order to 
estimate average roughness Ra, which is defined as the arithmetic average 
deviation from the mean line. Therefore, the secondary profile Px is obtained by 
subtracting Mean value of P1x from itself Eq. (14), where N is the number of 
elements in the profile, which in this case is 1600.  

Lx = mx  + b 

Primary pro_ile = a1
 = NOP
 − b
    (13) 

"�cd�e�fg hfd���� = a
 = a1
 − �
i  � ∑ (a1
) i��i�� !  (14) 

Final profile = P =  Px -  Fit Curve  (15) 

Fig. 36(a) shows both the COGx and Fit line y(x), whereas, (b) shows the 
secondary profile Px. The position error is usually removed or, at least minimized, 
in the secondary profile. The profile Px, is found to be superimposed by the form 
error, which must be removed, carefully, by using a proper low pass filter. 

The shape of the secondary profile Px, in Fig. 36(b), could be due to the form 
error. The form error may develop due to the shape of the roller against which the 
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measurements were taken, the shape of the paper-web or, due to the error in the 
measuring device itself. In addition to this, the online images can also be 
contaminated by means of the unwanted run time or the dynamic properties of the 
fast moving web, which could easily be misleading with regards to the final 
measurements. This may include machine vibrations, tensions and long waviness 
effects on the paper surface. This form error can be of interest in relation to the 
process or machines’ investigations but, not for the paper surface properties, 
therefore, a low pass filter is required to remove this error in order to estimate 
roughness accurately. 

 
 

 

Fig. 36 The surface profile as COGx and its Fit line Lx(a). The secondary profile Px (b) after 
subtracting Lx from COGx.  

Acquiring a large amount of raw images is easier in the production line; 
however, extracting the desired information is a challenge. Filtration technique is 
one of the central parts of the analysis in relation to the surface measurement 
particularly if the measurements are online. It should be robust against outliers 
and be applicable and reliable for the entire range of the complex topography. 
Robustness is defined by ISO 16610-21 as the insensitivity of the output 
measurements against specific phenomena (outliers, scratches, steps, etc) [60]. 

One of the simplest ways to extract roughness or waviness from the secondary 
profile Px is to create a fit curve and to subtract this fit curve from the profile Px. 
There are a number of techniques to create a fit curve, for example, linear, 
exponential, power, Gaussian, two stage Gaussian and logarithm. The separation 
of form and waviness from the profile is usually performed by the Gaussian filter 
with a long wavelength cut-off λc [61] - [62]. The profile Px has a stronger 
curvature and, in such a case, the separation of roughness is not recommended by 
means of a Gaussian filter because the mean line could appear outside the profile. 
In general, one drawback associated with the use of a Gaussian filter is that the 
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filtrate function causes a reduction of the useful profile evaluation length, which is, 
at least, not recommended in this application. Filtration, using the nth degree of 
polynomials is also well known and is used. Another filter technique is to use a 
spline algorithm, which is efficient when compared with the Gaussian filter [62]. A 
B-spline is a piecewise polynomial function for interpolating and smoothing. The 
other common technique is to filter Px in the frequency domain using a Fourier 
transform. 

 In this experimental work, a fit curve is obtained in combination with a B-
spline and Fourier transform in two separate steps. The first fit curve is obtained 
by using the B-spline and the final one is obtained by using a Fourier transform in 
the frequency domain. Each raw profile, Px is subtracted from its corresponding fit 
curve in order to obtain the final profile P. The final profile P achieved in this 
manner, contains only the range of frequencies which represents the surface 
roughness. 

In Fig. 37(a) and (b), two separate fit curves are shown as Fit curve 1 and Fit 
curve 2 which have been created from the secondary profile Px, when the long cut 
off spatial wavelengths were λc =14 mm and 3.33 mm, respectively. Profile Px 
together with Fit curve 1 are shown in Fig. 37(a). The profile Px is subtracted from 
Fit curve 1 in order to separate the roughness and waviness. Fig. 37(b) shows the 
subtracted resultant as the final Profile P and also the separated waviness. Fig. (c) 
is, again, the profile Px but, with the Fit curve 2 and (d) is the resultant after 
subtracting Px from Fit curve 2. It can be clearly seen that the resultant in (d) 
represents, roughness which is almost free from waviness in contrast to that of (b). 
The waviness and roughness boundaries cannot be generalized as these depend on 
the type of the surface and the set standard, as some features could appear as 
roughness in one application and the same feature could be treated as waviness in 
another application. 

4.8 THE BLOCK DIAGRAM 

The triangulation technique is well known for distance measurements and for 
surface roughness measurements and is described in detail in [63]. The developed 
OnTop technique is based on a line-of-light triangulation because of its optical 
geometry. This provides fast, efficient online measurements in the cross machine 
direction on the paper-web. 

Fig. 38 is the basic block diagram of the measurement technique. The 
triangulation geometry is formed by three main components which are 2 pulse 
semiconductor laser sources, the paper surface and 3 CCD programmable digital 
imaging sensors. In addition to these three components, the hardware consists of a 
pulse generator, pulse drivers, a pulse synchronized triggered system, dc power 
sources, personal computer with labview and uEye embedded software. 
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Fig. 37 Fit curve using B-Spline created by the surface secondary profile Px. (a) profile Px 
with fit curve 1 (λc =14 mm), (b) shows roughness and waviness with λc =14mm, 
(c)  profile Px with fit curve 2 (λc =3.33 mm), and (d) shows the roughness with 
long wavelength cutoff λc =3.33 mm. 
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Fig. 38  The block diagram of the developed prototype based on optical line-of-light 
triangulation technique [40]. 

4.9 THE PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT 

 The prototype was developed in a number of phases in the optical laboratory. 
Initially, the technique was tested using a visible red laser and an attempt was 
made to measure the surface on the tissue paper and photo copier paper Fig. 39(a).  

Later, the prototype was modified and fitted with the x-y linear translation as 
shown in Fig. (b) and (c), in order to create an automatic 3D map of a paper 
sample. This was required in order to compare and correlate the surface 
topography amplitudes measured by the prototype and by the reference industrial 
Sture devices and FRT profilers. The final version of the online prototype, installed 
at the paper and paperboard manufacturing floor to acquire surface measurement 
in real time, is shown in (d).  
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Fig. 39 Development phase of the OnTop prototype. (a) Initial phase, (b) Intermediate 
phase, (c) prototype modified for measurements in the laboratory and (d) Final 
version installed at paper pilot coater machine [12]. 

 

(a)                                                                  (b) 

(c)                                                                 (d) 



 
 

5 OFFLINE/ONLINE MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS VALIDATION 

This chapter is devoted to the presentation of surface topography 
measurements on various grades of paper surface by means of the developed 
OnTop technique and by the reference devices in order to estimate the validity of 
OnTop. 

Initially, it would be interesting to present and compare the two neighboring 
profiles, which were on the paper surface at a distance of 20 µm from each other in 
the vertical direction, Fig. 40. It shows how much the surface is changing in the 
neighboring profile and, additionally, creates confidence in the prototype 
measurement technique, which is providing close matching of low frequencies 
throughout the full scale of the profile, which is obviously expected. 

 

 

Fig. 40    Two consecutive profiles of a coated paperboard surface having a distance of 20 µm 
between them. It reflects the surface and how the features changes in the two 
neighboring profiles. Both plots are strongly matched with regards to the waviness, 
which provides confidence in the measurement technique [40]. 

5.1 OFFLINE RMS ROUGHNESS COMPARISON 

The paper surface features are firstly transformed into the final profile as 
discussed and shown in Fig. 37. From the final profile, the surface irregularities are 
commonly measured in terms of the average roughness Ra or in the rms roughness 
Rq (Eq. 2 and 3). The average roughness is a statistical function, which estimates the 
deviation of the profile from its mean line (sec 2.4). To evaluate the performance of 
the prototype, a number of samples were measured by means of both the 
references instruments and the prototype. In this study, two optical based 
instruments working on the point scanning technique, which have been in use in 
the paper and paperboard laboratories, are chosen as the reference devices, and 
which are known as FRT MicroProf and Sture-3. The FRT MicroProf has been 
developed by Fries Research & Technology GmbH and is a high resolution device. 
It claims, 10 nm z-direction accuracy, a spot size of 1 µm and a lateral resolution of 
2 µm but, in this study, the lateral resolution is configured to be 20 µm. Whereas, 
the Sture-3, which is also a laboratory profiler and has been developed by MoRe 
research AB, Sweden, works on the triangulation principle.  
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The paper mill produces paper in a wide scale of surface qualities, from the 
very smooth to the very rough. For example, coarse LWC to multilayered coated 
smooth paperboard; therefore, the online measurement technique should be 
capable of and be proven to measure accurately within this wide scale. 

To determine the correlation of the prototype profiler for a wide scale of surface 
roughness, four different grades of samples were chosen. These samples are i) 
photographic paper, ii) coated paperboard, iii) lightweight coated paper and iv) 
base paperboard. Each surface was measured a number of times for rms roughness 
by means of the developed prototype and compared with the FRT profiler. The 
correlation plot of the four groups of surface roughness measurements is shown in 
Fig. 41. The plot is based on the logarithmic scale and shows a reasonable harmony 
among the four groups of surfaces from both two devices. 
 

 

Fig. 41 Four different groups of paper samples i) graphic paper, ii) coated paperboard, iii) 
lightweight coated paper and iv) base paperboard were also measured a number of 
times for rms roughness by the FRT profiler and by the developed prototype. The 
figure shows the degree of correlation among these four groups of samples [12]. 

5.2 ONLINE MEASUREMENTS DURING SEQUENCES OF COATING 

An initial and basic test was carried out at the Iggesund pilot coater prior to 
conducting the online measurements on the individual reels. As per this test, 
continuous measurements were taken by the prototype while running a base 
paperboard at speed of 500 m/min. The base paperboard was run on the pilot 
coater and the following coat weights were applied in sequences, 

i) Base paperboard was run without any coating. 
ii) High level of coat weight, 13.8 gsm. 
iii) Medium level of coat weight, 9.9 gsm. 
iv) Low level of coat weight, 6.8 gsm. 
v) Coating blades were disengaged. 
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During the above steps continuous measurements were taken for the surface 
rms roughness and recorded as shown in 
distinguish the influence of the 
coated paperboard. The rms roughness measured by the prototype 
coating is shown on the 
average measured roughness

 

Fig. 42 Online roughness R
were applied in time sequence.

5.3 REAL TIME ONLINE 

After the satisfactory initial testing and 
and quality of the surfaces, the developed technique was installed at 
paperboard pilot coater in Sweden, in order to test the online performance of the 
prototype. The prototype measured and characterized 
roughness as well as in the spatial wavelength spectra. This section presents the 
results for the average with regards to the 
direction. The pilot machine was 
operating speed was 300
measured at 400 m/min speed. The LWC
the paperboards and, as the pilot coating machine can 
600 m/min, all the tests on 
achievable speed. 

The prototype was configured to take six measurements per second. In this way 
the paper-web was scanned at every 1.11 and 1.66 meters on the paperboard reels 
and on the LWC reels respectively.
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During the above steps continuous measurements were taken for the surface 
rms roughness and recorded as shown in Fig. 42. The surface measurements 

the influence of the 3 different levels of coating applied on 
coated paperboard. The rms roughness measured by the prototype during online 

the y-axis. In the plot, the dotted double arrow shows the 
roughness for above described five sequences. 

Online roughness Rq measurements of base paperboard while 3 levels of coating 
were applied in time sequence. 

EAL TIME ONLINE MEASUREMENTS AT PILOT COATER 

satisfactory initial testing and a comparison of the different 
and quality of the surfaces, the developed technique was installed at the 
paperboard pilot coater in Sweden, in order to test the online performance of the 
prototype. The prototype measured and characterized both in terms of 

ghness as well as in the spatial wavelength spectra. This section presents the 
with regards to the sample reels, meter by meter in the cross 

direction. The pilot machine was used for the paperboard and the normal 
300-400 m/min. Therefore, all paperboard sample reels were 

measured at 400 m/min speed. The LWCs are manufactured at higher speeds than 
as the pilot coating machine can run at a maximum 

600 m/min, all the tests on the LWC reels were conducted at this 

The prototype was configured to take six measurements per second. In this way 
was scanned at every 1.11 and 1.66 meters on the paperboard reels 

reels respectively. 
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5.3.1 Test reels for the online measurements 

A total of 8 sample reels, including 4 LWC and 4 paperboards with one side 
having a coated surface, were examined online and are listed in Table 2. The 
samples consist of different grades and weights of LWC and paperboard. Each of 
the LWC reels was measured in relation to its wireside and topside surfaces, 
independently, and similarly the paperboard reels were also measured for the 
uncoated and coated sides of their surfaces. 

Table 2   Sample reels description [12]. 

Reel. No. Description Surface 
R1 43 gsm LWC  Topside    

R 1 43 gsm LWC Wireside 

R 2 49 gsm LWC  Topside 

R 2 49 gsm LWC Wireside 

R 3 51 gsm LWC  Topside 

R 3 51 gsm LWC Wireside 

R 4 60 gsm LWC  Topside 

R 4 60 gsm LWC Wireside 

R 5 Edge position paperboard  Uncoated 

R 5 20 gsm Edge-position paperboard  Coated 

R 6 Middle-position paperboard  Uncoated 

R 6 20 gsm middle-position paperboard  Coated 

R 7 Edge-position paperboard  Uncoated 

R 7 24 gsm Edge-position paperboard  Coated 

R 8 Middle-position paperboard  Uncoated 

R 8 24 gsm Middle-position paperboard  Coated 

 

5.3.2 Online roughness measurement for a full reel 

A sample reel for the wireside LWC was measured for average roughness, 
throughout its length, and the recorded data is shown in Fig. 43. The x-axis shows 
the length of the reel in meters in the machine direction. The measurements are 
stable throughout the reel, which reflects the smoothness in the prototype 
technique. The average roughness for the full length of the sample reel was 3.038 
µm with peak to peak variations of about 2.95 to 3.15 µm, which is a reasonable 
value for this type of wireside LWC paper surface.  
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Fig. 43 Example of an online roughness measurement for the full length of the reel which 
is about 5,000 meters [12]. 

5.3.3 Online roughness 3D map of a complete reel 

A 3-D surface map of one of the LWC reels constructed by the prototype, is 
shown in Fig. 44. In this case, on the y-axis the width of the paper surface in cross 
direction is 70 mm, on the x-axis the number of lines scanned in machine direction 
is 3000 and the surface profile height is plotted on the z-axis in µm. Each line was 
scanned along the MD at a distance of 1.66 meters, which means a total length of 
4,980 meters of the reel was measured. The measurements throughout the reel 
were found to be in logical harmony. The average Rq for the entire measurement 
was 3.038 µm with peak to peak variations of about 2.95 to 3.15 µm.  

The 3D surface map of an entire reel would prove to be useful together with the 
values such as average roughness, rms roughness, peak-peak variations, etc in 
order to be able to deduce the quality of the whole reel surface. In addition to this, 
if the surface contains defect it will be noticeable on the 3D map along with its 
location, especially if the defect appears in the MD. 

 

 

Fig. 44 A typical example of one of the LWC reels plotted as 3-D profile-map [13].  
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5.4 ONLINE SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION FOR LWC REELS 

Fig. 45 shows the surface roughness plots for the 4 LWC reels in real time. The 
legend of each plot also contains the average roughness Rq for the entire 
measurements. Fig. 45(a) is for reels having a grammage of 43 and 49 gsm while 
Fig. 45(b) is for 51 and 60 gsm reels. In these figures the roughness levels are found 
to be higher on the wireside as compared to the topside surface except for the 43 
gsm reels. In the 43 gsm reel, the topography levels measured for the topside 
proved to be higher than for the wireside and this measurement was also found to 
be in agreement with the roughness data for the LWC manufacturer.  

In Fig. 45(a) the 49 gsm reel is found to have a higher roughness than the 43 
gsm reel and in Fig. 45(b) the surface roughness levels are found to be higher for 
the 60 gsm as compared to those for the 51 gsm reels. The classification of the LWC 
reels starting from the finest to the roughest surface is listed in Table 3. 

 

 
Fig. 45 On-line roughness comparisons among the LWC sample reels of grammage 43, 49, 

51 and 60 gsm. Here each measurement has been taken at every 1.66 meter steps 
[12]. 
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Table 3   Online surface measurements for the LWC reels [12]. 

Reel Number Description Surface Rq (µm) 

R3 51 gsm, LWC  Top side 3.032 

R1 43 gsm, LWC  Wire side 3.038 

R3 51 gsm, LWC Wire side 3.172 

R1 43 gsm, LWC Top side 3.231 

R4 60 gsm, LWC  Top side 3.345 

R4 60 gsm, LWC Wire side 3.506 

R2 49 gsm, LWC  Top side 4.523 

R2 49 gsm, LWC Wire side 5.480 

 

 

 

Fig. 46 On-line roughness comparison for the paperboard reels. Both (a) and (b) have a 
total measurement length of 213 meters. Here, each measurement has been taken at 
every 1.11 meter steps [12]. 
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Table 4   Paperboard reels online surface characterizations [12] 

Reel No. Description Surface Rq (µm) 

R8 24 gsm Middle  paperboard Coated 1.78 

R7 24 gsm Edge paperboard Coated 1.89 

R6 20 gsm middle paperboard Coated 1.94 

R5 20 gsm Edge paperboard Coated 2.00 

R6 Middle paperboard Uncoated 3.58 

R8 Middle paperboard Uncoated 3.70 

R5 Edge paperboard Uncoated   3.73 

R7 Edge paperboard Uncoated 3.98 

5.5 ONLINE SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION FOR PAPERBOARD REELS 

In a similar manner to the above figures the measurements on the 4 paperboard 
reels are plotted in Fig. 46. In both Fig. 46(a) and (b) the roughness amplitudes were 
found to be higher for the uncoated sides as compared to those for the coated 
sides, which is an obvious result. Figures (a) and (b) contain also the important 
results in relation to the edge reels and the middle reels. It was already known that 
the topographical differences between the edge positions and the middle positions 
are normally very low but, at the same time, it is also accepted that the roughness 
on the edge reel is expected to be slightly higher. The same evidence is noted in the 
plots of the edge and the middle reels in figures (a) and (b) for both the coated and 
uncoated sides of the paperboard surfaces. 

One more important result relating the coating weight with that of the 
roughness can be noted in these plots. It has been mentioned that during the 
manufacturing of reels 5 and 6 the level of coating applied to their surfaces were 
lower (20 gsm) than the level of coating applied to reels 7 and 8 (24 gsm). Hence 
the coated sides of reels 7 and 8 were expected to be smoother than those for reels 5 
and 6 and this was determined by their respective plots. Table 4 classifies all the 4 
paperboard sample reels starting from the finest surface. 

5.6 OVERALL COMPARISON OF THE ONLINE MEASUREMENTS 

The online rms roughness measurements for three different grades of reels i) 
uncoated paperboard, ii) LWC and iii) coated paperboard are presented in a single 
figure to have an overall comparison, shown in Fig. 47(a). These sample reels from 
i)-iii), were also measured for the standard deviations in their surface profiles and 
shown in the figure (b). The standard deviation could be helpful to identify the 
deviations among the profiles and it could somewhat gives an idea of the surface 
quality.  
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Fig. 47 (a) The online roughness, Rq measurements for three different grades of paper reels 
i) uncoated paperboard, ii) LWC and iii) coated paperboard. (b) Surface quality 
representation as standard deviations for the three sample reel i)-ii). 

5.7 ROUGHNESS COMPARISON BETWEEN OFFLINE AND ONLINE 

Further performance and accuracy evaluations of the prototype were achieved 
by correlating the online measurements with the offline measurements. The 
measurements of the total 16 sample reels were obtained online by the prototype 
and also by the Sture-3 laboratory profiler and plotted in Fig. 48. Out of the 16, 
eight sample reels belong to paperboard and the other eight sample reels were of 
LWC. The details of the sample reels were given in Table 2. 

5.8 CONCLUSIONS 

The online measurements have clearly been able to distinguish between the 
different quality grades of LWC and paperboard surfaces as follows, 
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                     (a)                                                     (b) 

Fig. 48 Correlation between on-line and off-line roughness Rq measured by i) Offline 
Sture-3 profiler and ii) Online topography device the OnTop. Fig. (a) is the 
correlation for 8 reels of paperboard and (b) is the correlation for 8 reels of LWC 
[12]. 

i) Wireside LWC and topside LWC reels. 

ii) Base paperboard and coated paperboard reels. 

iii) The edge position and the middle position paperboard reels. 

iv)  Coated paperboard with light coating (20 gsm) and with higher 
coating (24 gsm). 

 
The results presented have achieved the micro level roughness classification 

among the samples with wide and narrow differences. The classifications of the 
samples with similar quality grades were also achieved as presented in Table 4. 

It is possible to conclude from the results of the online trial tests shown that the 
prototype can differentiate between the surface qualities of different grades as well 
as for similar grades, making the method useful for the paper and paperboard 
industries.  
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6 ONLINE MEASUREMENTS IN SPATIAL WAVELENGTHS SPECTRA 

In the previous chapter online measurements and the classification of LWC and 
paperboard were described in rms roughness Rq. The importance of the 
topography analysis in the wavelength spectra was emphasized in section 2.5 and 
it was described that for a detailed topographical analysis, the single value of Rq is 
inadequate. In this chapter online characterization in the wavelength spectra, 
ranging from 0.1 to 10 mm, for the same sample reels as described in Table 2, 
chapter 5 is presented.   

A number of spectra were obtained for each of the reels, depending upon the 
number of measurements. For the sake of simplicity, all the individual spectra 
were averaged to obtain the final spectrum. Therefore, each reel has been 
characterized by the final averaged spectrum in the following sections. 

6.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF LWC REELS 

Fig. 49 shows the online topography plots for the 4 LWC reels of 43, 49, 51 and 
60 gsm. The spectral plot is able to distinguish each reel throughout the full 
wavelength scale from 0.1 to 10mm. Reel R2, 49 gsm (wireside) is detected as 
having the highest surface topography levels and reel R3, 51 gsm (topside) as 
having the lowest topography levels. Hence, reel R2 has the roughest surface while 
reel R3 has the smoothest surface among all the LWC sample reels. Generally, the 
topside is smoother than the wireside surface and the same has been measured in 
Fig. 49 for all of the reels except that of the 43 gsm reel. In the 43 gsm, as already 
described in section 9.3, these results were also found to be in agreement with the 
roughness data from the LWC manufacturer. The 4 LWC sample reels were 
classified, on both the sides, starting from the finest to the roughest surface in Table 
5. 

6.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF PAPERBOARD REELS 

The paperboard samples include uncoated sides, coated sides, edge positions 
and middle positions reels. There are a total of 4 paperboard sample reels, namely 
from R5 to R8. The first two reels, R5 and R6, were manufactured in one machine 
and the last two, R7 and R8, in another machine.  

It is evident from the plots in Fig. 50 that the entire uncoated surfaces had 
higher topography levels than the coated surfaces, which is an obvious result. It 
can be approximated that the uncoated edge position reel, R7, shows the roughest 
surface while, the coated side middle reel, R8, the smoothest surface. Table 6 shows 
the characterization results. 
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 Fig. 49 Online topography measurements of 4 LWCs sample reels. Plots are the average 
spectrum for each sample reel from R1 to R4. The dashed plots are for wire side 
and solid plots are for top side surfaces [13].  

 

 

Fig. 50 Online topography measurements of 8 paperboards sample reels. Plots are the 
average spectra for each sample reel from reel R9 to R16. The dashed plots are for 
uncoated surface and solid plots are for coated surfaces [13].  
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Table 5   Classification of 4 LWC reels in sub-wavelength bands [13]. 

Reel 

No. 
Description Surface 

Rq 
Unit 

Range of Spatial wavelength bands in mm 

0.1-0.2  0.2-0.8  0.8-3.0  3.0-10  0.1-10 

R3 51 gsm LWC Topside µm 1.503 3.928 2.243 1.526 9.200 

R1 43 gsm LWC Wireside µm 1.553 4.300 2.429 1.504 9.785 

R3 51 gsm LWC Wireside µm 1.505 4.262 2.677 1.657 10.101 

R1 43 gsm LWC Topside µm 1.594 4.484 2.773 1.758 10.609 

R4 60 gsm LWC Topside µm 1.498 4.492 3.010 2.765 11.764 

R4 60 gsm LWC Wireside µm 1.463 4.859 3.762 3.156 13.240 

R2 49 gsm LWC Topside µm 1.553 6.619 7.365 9.002 24.539 

R2 49 gsm LWC Wireside µm 1.867 9.954 12.253 12.462 36.536 

 

Table 6   Classification of 4 paperboard reels in sub-wavelength bands [13]. 

Reel. 

No. 
Description Surface 

Rq 
Unit 

Range of Spatial  wavelength bands in mm 

0.1-0.2  0.2-0.8  0.8-3.0  3.0-10  0.1-10 

R8 Middle side  (24 gsm) Coated µm 0.757 1.016 0.566 2.121 4.460 

R 7 Edge side  (24 gsm) Coated µm 0.772 1.106 0.573 3.087 5.538 

R 6 Middle side (20 gsm) Coated µm 0.686 0.997 0.768 3.773 6.224 

R 5 Edge side (20 gsm) Coated µm 0.718 1.007 0.831 4.419 6.975 

R 8 Middle side Uncoated µm 1.504 4.737 4.501 6.846 17.588 

R 6 Middle side  Uncoated µm 1.340 4.673 4.208 9.646 19.867 

R 5 Edge side Uncoated µm 1.291 5.034 4.293 10.263 20.882 

R 7 Edge side Uncoated µm 1.595 6.055 5.377 8.266 21.292 

 

6.3 EDGE AND MIDDLE POSITION REELS TOPOGRAPHY DIFFERENCES 

During manufacturing, the uniform smoothness across the full width of the 
paper-web is required; therefore, it is necessary to measure the surface quality at 
both the edge and the middle positions of the paper-web. In this section a 
comparison between the edge and the middle position reels is evaluated. The 
Relative Percent Difference between the Edge Reel vs. the Middle Reel is calculated 
as shown below, 
  

   

= 	 lmnopq�	rnopqmnopq s ∗ 100   (16) 

 
where,  t�uvw 	=	Edge	Reel	topography	amplitude.	��uvw =		Middle	Reel	topography	amplitude. 
 

According to the above Eq. 16 if the relative percent difference values are 
greater than zero then this means that the topographical level in the edge reel is 
higher than the topographical level in the middle reel. Accordingly, the negative 
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value of the relative percent difference can be interpreted as the middle position 
reel having a higher topography level as compared to that for the edge reel. 

A comparison between the edge and middle reels is performed separately for 
the uncoated and coated sides of reel in the following sub sections. 

6.3.1 Comparison among uncoated side of reels 

Fig. 51(a) represent plots for the four uncoated paperboard reels. The top plot is 
the relative percent difference, between the edge reel, R7, and its corresponding 
middle reel, R8, and clearly shows that the edge reel has a higher topography than 
the middle reel throughout the full wavelength spectra. The differences are higher 
than 20% in the wavelengths at 0.3-0.8mm, 4mm and 10mm. This shows a reduced 
uniformity of the surface quality across the width of the paperboard. 

Similarly, the bottom plot in figure (a) also shows higher topography 
amplitudes in the edge reel, R5, as compared to its corresponding middle reel, R6, 
for most of the wavelength scale. However, there are exceptions at the beginning 
and at around wavelengths of 1.7 mm and 10mm, which provides the motivation 
to investigate this by means of a separate study. 

Both the relative percent difference plots indicate that, on average, the edge 
reels have a higher topography as compared to their corresponding middle reels 
and this difference is higher for reels R7 and R8 as compared to reels R5 and R6. In 
other words, reels R5 and R6 exhibit more uniformity across their web widths as 
compared to that for reels R7 and R8. The differences in different wavelength 
bands are represented in Table 7.   

6.3.2 Comparison among Coated side of reels 

In a similar manner to that of Fig. 51(a), Fig. 51 (b) is also a relative percent 
difference comparison between the edge position and the middle position reels, 
but, for the coated sides. The plot of reels R5 and R6 is very close to the zero in the 
0.1 to 1.25 mm range, which indicates that these reels have a good uniformity for 
their surface topography across the width of the webs in this wavelengths range. 
Whereas, in the same wavelength range, the second plot, the difference between 
reels R7 and R8, is fluctuating between -10 to +13% which shows a non uniformity 
of the topography between the edge and middle positions of the reels. Both plots 
have a sharp increase after 3 mm and this is particularly the case for the plot of 
reels R7 and R8. The detailed topographical difference between the edge and the 
middle reels is analyzed and represented in Table 7.  

 

Table 7   Comparison of Edge position reels with Middle position reels [13]. 

Reel. 

No. 
Comparison between Surface 

Unit Range of Spatial wavelength bands in mm 

0.1-0.2 0.2-0.8 0.8-3.0 3.0-10 

R5 & R6 Edge and  Middle Reel Uncoated % -4.3 6.8 1.9 8.1 

R7 & R8 Edge and  Middle Reel Uncoated % 5.0 21.2 16.3 15.9 

R5 & R6 Edge and  Middle Reel  Coated % 4.6 0.94 7.0 17.4 

R7 & R8 Edge and  Middle Reel  Coated % 1.9 6.8 0.1 34.3 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 51 Comparisons of same family members of paperboards, edge reels vs. middle reels, 
in the form of Relative percent differences. Figure (a) is the plots for the uncoated 
sides and (b) for the coated sides of paperboard reels [13]. 

An overall online spectral plot of three reels for the uncoated paperboard, LWC 
and coated paperboard are shown in one figure, Fig. 52. The spectral surface 
roughness amplitudes of the LWC and uncoated paperboard are roughly similar in 
the short wavelengths up to 0.8 mm but, differ in the longer wavelengths. 
Characterization of the topography will be useful for both paper manufacturers 
and researchers in order to investigate the differences of surface quality in various 
wavelengths ranges. 
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Fig. 52 Online topography for three different grades of paper reels uncoated paperboard, 
Lightweight Coated LWC, and fine coated paperboard plotted in the wavelength 
spectra from 0.09 to 10 mm [40]. 

6.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The traditional techniques and, also a number of available devices, measure the 
paper and paperboard surface roughness as a single predictor, average roughness 
Ra, or as a root mean square (rms) roughness Rq over a short evaluation length L. 

The surface topography can be achieved in the spatial spectrum and it is 
essential in order to analyze the surface critically. It leads to an examination of the 
amplitude of the surface irregularities per wavelength components or per range of 
wavelength bands of interest. The surface spatial wavelength band ranging from 
0.5 mm to 5 mm is a range of interest for the paperboard manufacturers and users, 
in general. 

In this chapter the characterization results from 0.1 to 10 mm are presented 
which, noticeably, shows the details and the difference of the surface irregularities 
in each of the wavelength components. The sample surfaces haven been 
characterized in terms of the fibre level roughness (micro roughness), fibre 
network roughness (macro roughness) and waviness. Numbers of different grades 
of reels, including the samples of the same family grades, such as the edge and the 
middle position reels, where the topography differences are expected to be much 
smaller, have been characterized.  

The developed prototype and the experimental results have proven that the 
exploitation of simple and economical laser triangulation techniques can be a 
valuable application for online surface topography measurements in the paper and 
the paperboard industries.  
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Fig. 53 Specimen of step height 75 µm was measured by the prototype and plot shows the 
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, UNCERTAINTY AND LIMITATION 

The performance evaluation of an optical device is a real challenge. The 
majority of the research is to be found in the development and application of the 
optical and laser based techniques while less literature is available that analyze
sources of noise, uncertainty and the limitation of the developed technique
becomes even more challenging when the technique is developed for online and 
harsh industrial environments. To standardize and control the measurement 
quality, an acceptable evaluation methods and procedures are required, which is 
described in the ISO 15530 series of standards.  The optical line scanning technique 
onto the paper surface suffers from internal external sources of errors and 
uncertainties. For example, a proper light spectrum, light illumination type, 
intensity, reflection, occlusion, surface motion, noise in the embedded electronics, 
noise in the imaging sensors, etc. play very important roles in the computation of 
the accuracy and limitations. Furthermore, being an online measurem
paper properties, paper manufacturing process, and dynamic changes in the 
machines or process could also lead to deterioration in the results. This chapter 

to describe the OnTop accuracy, noise and limitations, comprehensively.

ACY IN THE Z-DIRECTION 

The developed device was firstly checked in relation to taking measurements 
which possesses a step height deviation. This step height paperboard 

specimen was first measured by a Mahr digital height calliper model-1083, 
average, 75 µm. This specimen was also measured by the 

developed prototype and the profile plot is shown in Fig. 53, which also, 
average, corresponds to the height deviation of about 75 µm [13]. 

 

pecimen of step height 75 µm was measured by the prototype and plot shows the 
line profile of the specimen which is comparable with the measurement by
manual Mahr digital caliper, [13] 

was made to examine the surface z-directional (out
means of the developed prototype [51]. In order to perform 
an experimental setup was established as shown in Fig. 5

photographic paper sample was firstly measured by the prototype for its surface 
ghness and then the sample was moved 7.5 µm upwards and downward
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a linear translation, having a resolution of 1.25 µm. The evaluation length was set 
to 20 mm and the sample was vertically moved ∆h µm in a discrete step of 1.25 µm. 
The prototype device projects a laser light onto the paper surface and the reflected 
light is recorded by the CCD sensor as depicted in Fig. 54(b). The corresponding 
line-of-light pixel position change onto the imaging sensor for the mechanical 
change of ∆h is recorded as ∆z. 

In Fig. 54(c) the mechanical height change of the sample is plotted on the y-axis 
and the change in the position shift of a pixel on the imaging sensor is plotted on x-
axis. A linear trend line is also shown in the plot, which predicts the regression R2 
as being 0.99.  

The paper sample height change of 7.5 µm resulted in the average position shift 
of a pixel by 0.175, which concludes that a shift of 1 pixel onto the imaging sensor 
corresponds to about a shift of 43 µm in the surface height. Thus, in the 
computation algorithm, each pixel in the COG is multiplied by a calibration 
constant of 43 to obtain a real world scale in µm. 

7.2 PROFILE ACCURACY ON PAPER SURFACE 

It is demonstrated by Costa, who published a research paper in 1996 that the 
accuracy in the optical triangulation technique can be made with the sample to be 
tested, itself [65]. To determine the accuracy directly onto the paper surface in the 
z-direction, a paper sample, that possesses three distinct scratches on its surface, 
was chosen to be measured and compared by a high resolution reference device 
[51]. The reference device FRT MicroProf was used in this experimental work. The 
FRT device has a resolution of 6 nm in the z-direction and projects a 1 µm size spot 
onto the paper surface and in a raster fashion scans the surface. In this 
experimental work, the FRT resolution along the line-of-light is set to 20 µm. This 
means that the difference between the two neighbouring spots is 20 µm, whereas 
for the prototype, it has an approximate 44 µm resolution along the line-of-light. 

On the sample, two fixed points were marked across the 3 scratches so that both 
the devices can scan a line on the sample at exactly the same location. Over a total 
11 times, a line is scanned between the two marked points and consequently 11 
profiles were created, which were then finally averaged. Fig. 55(a) is the profile 
created by the FRT and (b) by the prototype (OnTop). In both the plots, three 
valleys 1 to 3 are distinct and marked accordingly.  

The difference in the heights among the three valleys are calculated both in (a) 
and (b) and shown in the second and third columns of Table 8.  The full scale 
deviations in both the plot is taken as 40 μm and then the differences in the 
measurement of the two devices were calculated accordingly. The last column 
contains the measurement differences between these two devices in full percentage 
scale and the differences between the two devices were calculated which were 
found to be 2.67%, 4.31% and 1.65%. This simply means that if the surface height is 
1 µm then there would be a difference of 26.7 nm between the valleys 1 and 2. 

 
 
 



 

 
        

 
 
    
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 54 Experimental test to record surface height change and corresponding change in a 
pixel of the line-of
setup using  a linear translation. (b) Illustration of the technique. (c) Plot; 
mechanical height change ∆h on 
x-axis [51]. 
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(a)                                                   (b) 

  

Experimental test to record surface height change and corresponding change in a 
of-light onto the imaging sensor from 0 to 7.5 µm. (a) mechanical 

setup using  a linear translation. (b) Illustration of the technique. (c) Plot; 
eight change ∆h on y-axis and corresponding shift in pixel 

R² = 0,9961
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Fig. 55 Scratch sample profile between two mark points. Three valleys in the profile 
measured by FRT (a) and by the prototype (b) [51]. 

 

Table 8   Measurement differences between FRT and prototype [51] 

Difference of 

height from 

Measured by 

FRT (µm) 

Measured by 

prototype (µm) 

Full scale %   

difference 

Valley 1 to 2 5.64 4.58 2.67 

Valley 2 to 3 21.93 20.21 4.31 

Valley 3 to 1 16.29 15.63 1.65 

 

7.3 OVERALL SYSTEM NOISE 

It is appropriate in this section to describe the developed system noise before 
continuing. The system noise depends upon the measurement resolution, the 
technique, evaluation length, type and illumination of light, optics, stray light, 
imaging sensors, electronics, ambient conditions and the process behaviour during 
the online measurements. The well known sources of error in the laser based 
measurement systems are, the non-uniform energy distribution on the paper 
surface and the coherent and speckle nature of the laser light [63].  

The imaging sensor used, has a resolution 1600x240 pixel and the resolution 
along the line-of-light is about 44 µm. The evaluation length is 70 mm, the line-of 
laser light is based on a semiconductor diode with a minimum speckle pattern. In 
order to avoid any ambient light effect, an optical long-wave pass filter (λc = 850 
nm) is used in the imaging sensor. The imaging sensor of the prototype collects 
low specular reflected light in order to avoid a saturated image, which could be 
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possible in the case of specular light, especially if the sample surface is very 
smooth. This is achieved by projecting a laser beam perpendicularly to the sample 
surface and collecting the reflected laser light at 65° normal to the paper surface 
[40]. 

    The prototype measures the surface in terms of average roughness Ra and or 
rms roughness, Rq as well as characterizes the surface in a wavelength spectrum. 
This section describes the steps which are conducted in order to estimate the level 
of noise in both Ra and Rq and also in the wavelength spectrum. 

A paper sample of coated paperboard was marked by two horizontal dots in 
order to ensure that the repeat measurements could be obtained from exactly this 
marked location. 20 repeat line-of-light measurements were obtained at this 
marked location with identical laboratory conditions being retained. From these 20 
line-of-lights, it was possible to obtain 20 Ra and Rq values. These 20 roughness 
data are used in order to estimate the temporal noise of the prototype as these are 
measurements from the same location with the same laboratory condition with 
only a time variant. The noise estimation steps are shown in Fig. 56 and finally, 
arrays of 20 average roughness (Ra)n and rms roughness (Rq)n were calculated 
using equations (2) and (3) where n = 20. Ra and Rq were calculated when the 
surface spatial long-wavelength cutoff, λc was 8.75 mm. 

 
 
 
 
 
   
 
   
 
 
 
  
 
  
 

 

Fig. 56 A paper sample is measured repeatedly 20 times onto a fixed location to determine 
series of roughness and rms roughness, per fixed line, in order to estimate system 
temporal noise [40]. 

As described in [40] that the neighbouring values in the array of (Ra)n were 
subtracted in order to obtain the temporal noise Ra_Noise and, in a similar manner, 
the temporal noise Rq_Noise was also calculated, from, 
 

Ra_Noise = │(Ra)n - (Ra)n+1 │   (17) 
 

Rq_Noise = │(Rq)n - (Rq)n+1 │   (18) 

Fixed line location 
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n
th
 repeat line images 
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The plot for the individual Ra and Rq is drawn in Fig. 57. The plot also includes 
the calculated temporal noise, Ra_Noise and Rq_Noise and all the amplitudes on 
the y-axis are in µm. Furthermore, the noise standard deviation, σ in the array of 
noise, namely the Ra-Noise, and Rq-Noise, was calculated using Eq. (19). In this 
case, µ is the mean value of the array, and n is the size of the array that is 20 in this 
example. The SNR in decibels is determined by Eq. (20). 

 

�d���	� = �1�R 		{�Ra�����i	 − μ}�	D��
C�� 	 

  (19) 
The average roughness, ������, of the array (Ra)n is, 

 

������ 	= 	 1�R 	���C 	D��
C��  

 
SNR in decibel = 20 log10 (������) / Noise σ    (20) 

 
 

 

Fig. 57 Amplitude of the roughness, Ra and Rq vs. their respective temporal noise levels. 
Twenty sequential measurements for the same location are plotted on x-axis [40]. 

The above paragraph described the noise estimation for a coated paperboard 
sample (Coated PB). In addition to this, another sample from the uncoated 
paperboard (Uncoated PB) was also measured for noise estimation using the same 
steps as described above. Table 9, shows the results for both samples. This table 
contains the minimum, maximum, and average roughness Ra and Rq along with 
the temporal noise for the two samples.  

The table shows that the values of the SNR were from 35.07 to 39.26 dB. It was 
noted that the noise is less for the uncoated paperboard as compared to the coated 
paperboard, which is obvious. It is mentioned here that these are based on the 
laboratory measurements. The noise depends on the sample quality and the 
surface spatial long-wavelength cutoff λc. However, estimated values of the system 
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temporal noise are significantly lower as compared to the roughness 
measurements. The significant low noise in the system reflects the fact that the 
laser used has very reduced pulse-to-pulse intensity variations, which indicates a 
lesser contribution from the laser speckle. 

 

 The noise in the single unit of Ra and Rq is described in detail. The paper 
surfaces are also characterized in the spatial wavelength spectrum; therefore, it is 
also essential to know the level of noise in the surface spectrum. To investigate the 
noise in the spectrum, the same 20 samples of coated paperboard, as described 
above, were considered once again but, this time, each profile is transformed to the 
spatial wavelength spectrum. The obtained 20 spectra were divided into two sets, 
namely Spectrum 1 and Spectrum 2. Each set is the result of the average of 10 
spectra, which are plotted in Fig. 58. The plot is given in the logarithmic scale and 
on the x-axis, the spatial wavelength range is from 0.1 to 5 mm. The noise is 
estimated in this range because the perceived quality of the smooth paper surface 
mostly depends on the spatial wavelengths from 0.1 to 5 mm. The noise in the 
spectra is calculated by subtracting Spectrum2 from Spectrum1 and plotted in (b) 
[40].  

 

       

Fig. 58 Measured surface topography in spatial wavelength bands for two sets of 
measurements the Spectrum1 and Spectrum2 (a). The SNR, temporal noise, in the 
two spectra of (a) is drawn in (b) [40]. 
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Table 9   System noise estimation in the average roughness [40] 

Measurements Min 
(µm) 

Max 
(µm) 

Ave. 
(µm) 

Noise σ  
(µm) 

SNR 
(dB) 

Ra Uncoated PB 3,67 3,89 3,78 0,041 39,26 
Rq Uncoated PB  4,63 4,86 4,73 0,054 38,93 
Ra Coated PB 1,91 2,02 1,95 0,029 36,61 
Rq Coated PB  2,28 2,43 2,32 0,041 35,07 
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The level of noise is wavelength dependent and it is higher in the shorter 
wavelengths and lower in the longer wavelengths. The estimated signal to noise 
ratio SNR was found to be from 5.36 to 8.08 in the short spatial wavelength up to 1 
mm while, in the long wavelength, for example, beyond 5 mm, it is more than 75, 
on average. 

7.4 ACCURACY AND CORRELATION IN THE RMS ROUGHNESS 

Thus far, the accuracy in the z-direction, using mechanical shift of surface 
height, and the accuracy in the profile using the 3 valleys scratch sample and the 
estimation of noise have been discussed and the experimental estimation results 
presented. In general, the most of the system measures paper surface in the 
average rms roughness Rq. Therefore, it is also essential to examine the accuracy 
and the correlation of the developed device in the rms roughness Rq. It is explained 
by the Eq. (2) and (3) that the average roughness is a function of the surface profile 
deviations from a mean line. This section estimates the accuracy and correlation of 
a sample in terms of rms roughness Rq measured by the prototype and the 
reference device. 

In section 7.2, the profile accuracy was determined for a high range of surface 
height deviations without applying any signal processing steps. To determine the 
accuracy in the lower range of surface roughness, a reference smooth surface was 
selected, whose average roughness is less than, or at least equal to, any paper 
surfaces which are manufactured in the paper mills. The reference smooth sample 
chosen was a high quality photographic paper, Canon Pro Platinum, PT-101, 
300g/m2. 

The reference photographic paper sample was scanned at 11 different locations 
in sequence having an evaluation length of 70 mm by means of both the FRT and 
the prototype as shown in Fig. 59. The FRT device scans 11 locations by 
maintaining the distance between them at ∆x=20 µm. In the same way, the 
prototype also scanned these 11 locations but, in this case, the ∆x was longer than 
20 µm covering a total distance of between 1-2 mm. As described in the figure, at 
each location, 11 repeat images were taken while maintaining the identical 
laboratory conditions. The figure describes the steps used to calculate the rms 
roughness Rq1 only for location, 1 for the sake of simplicity; however, the same 
steps apply to the remainder of the 10 locations. Thus, for 11 individual locations, 
11 rms roughness values from Rq1 to Rq11 were achieved. These 11 rms 
measurements have already been plotted in section 5.1 Fig. 41. Two others sets of 
data were also extracted in Fig. 59, namely “Prof_σ1 to Prof_σ11” and Rq_σ1 to 
Rq_σ11, which will be dealt with in the evaluation of the system’s uncertainty in 
the next sections.  

7.5 UNCERTAINTY IN THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

Estimation of uncertainty in any measurement system is described in the ISO 

standard 14253 [66] “Guide to the estimation of uncertainty in measurement” in 

brief; the GUM gives guidance to be applied in industry for the measurements and 

calibration of the instruments. The guide suggests that the measurement should be 
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stated in terms of its limit of uncertainty instead of error. It is defined as the 

standard deviation (σ) in the repeat measurements, which provides the range of 

measurement doubt in terms of ± that the system could possess.  The 2σ provides a 

95% level of confidence in the measurement system. The uncertainty in the laser 

based measurement systems could be minimized by maintaining a small temporal 

coherence, small spatial coherence, small speckle contrast and a large observation 

aperture [67]. 
 

 

Fig. 59 Sequence of measurements from locations 1 to 11 on a paper sample. At each 
location 11 repeat measurements were acquired. Steps show how standard 
deviations σ1 to σ11 and roughness data Rq1 to Rq11 were obtained [51]. 

The prototype is equipped with multi channel semiconductor laser diodes, 

which have a short coherence length and, consequently, minimizes the speckle 

noise, which would be higher for any gaseous laser source [68]. A chosen 

triangulation angle 65° and an observation aperture 10 mm contribute to the 

reduction in the speckle noise. It was shown in Fig. 33 (g)-(i), section 4.7.1 that the 

cross section intensity is smooth which indicates a lesser contribution from the 

speckles intensity. 

In this section, uncertainty is evaluated in the raw profile and in the processed 

final result. The raw profile is the COG obtained from the line-of-light images. The 

raw profile contains full surface features including roughness, waviness, and form 
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and position error in addition to the noise induced by the process or by the high 

speed rotating machines. Primarily, it is important to estimate uncertainty in the 

raw profile, which, proportionally, contributes to the final measurement result. 

During the signal processing steps the raw profiles are treated by the fit line, fit 

curve (optional), B-Spline filter, digital filter (using FFT), smoothening windows 

and average functions. Thus the final result eliminates much of the noise and 

irrelevant surface features and presents refined data which contains only the range 

of roughness of interest.  

7.5.1 Uncertainty in the profile 

The raw profile, basically the COG of the line-of-light images, is considered in 

relation to examining how much uncertainty exists. In Fig. 59, steps are described 

that provide guidance with regards to how the standard deviation from the repeat 

11 measurements was obtained for one location and, similar measurements were 

also estimated in sequence for the remainder of the 10 locations. The Prof_σ1 is the 

standard deviations based on the 11 profiles obtained in location 1 and similarly 

Prof_σ2 to Prof_σ11 are calculated for the locations 2 to 11. It is worth mentioning, 

at this point, that these profiles are raw profiles because these were obtained 

without any signal processing steps. 

The experiment described in Fig. 59 was repeated for the two different paper 

samples i) photographic paper and ii) coated paperboard separately. Therefore, 

Prof_σ1 to Prof_σ11 was obtained for the sample i) and its average is calculated as 

Prof_σ. Similarly Prof_σ1 to Prof_σ11 for the sample ii) was determined and its 

average Prof_σ is also calculated. The average values of Prof_σ were found to be 

0.432 µm and 0.338 µm for sample i) photographic paper and ii) coated 

paperboard, respectively. The standard uncertainty u can be calculated by using 

Eq. (21) [51] [69], 
  

� = �/√�                                          (21) 
 

where, s is the standard deviation (Prof_σ) of a set of measurements and n is the 

number of repeated measurements in the set. In our case, the number of 

measurements in a set is 11 thus; the standard uncertainty u is 0.130 µm for the 

photographic paper and is 0.102 µm for the coated paperboard [51]. 

7.5.2 Uncertainty in the rms roughness data 

The estimation of overall uncertainty in the measuring system is essential in 

order to describe the complete system. The 3rd output Rq_σ1 from the Fig. 59 is the 

standard deviation from the 11 repeat rms roughness values obtained for location 

1. Similarly, Rq_σ2 to Rq_σ11 were also calculated for the remaining locations. Once 

again the Rq_σ1 to Rq_σ11 were calculated for the samples as mentioned above i) 

photographic paper and ii) coated paperboard. The calculated standard deviations 

from Rq_σ1 to Rq_σ11 for the two samples have been plotted in Fig. 60 and the 
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overall statistical standard deviations such as minimum, maximum, average and 

uncertainty 2σ are listed in Table 10.  Generally, 2σ is accepted in order to provide a 

95% level of confidence in the measurement results. The 2σ values are found to be 

49 nm and 37 nm for the photographic paper and the coated paperboard samples 

respectively. 

In the above section 7.5.1, the uncertainty in the profile for the sample 

photographic paper was 0.432 µm while the uncertainty for the same sample in the 

rms Rq roughness is only 0.0244 µm. The reasons for the significantly higher 

uncertainty in the profile as compared to the uncertainty in the rms roughness has 

been explained section 7.5 that profiles are the raw data while the rms roughness 

Rq is the refined and processed data. The long cut-off spatial wavelength λc plays 

in important role in the processing part as it removes all the surface components 

which are longer than λc.  
 

 

Fig. 60 Graphical representation of uncertainty as standard deviations [51]. 

 

Table 10 Uncertainty based on 11 measurements [51] 

Sample type 

 
Min.  

St.Dev.  
Max. 
St.Dev. 

Ave. 
St.Dev. 

Uncertainty 
2σ  (µm) 

Standard Uncertainty 
u by Eq. 21 (µm) 

Graphic paper 0.0137 0.0372 0.0244 0.0488 0.007 

Coated paperboard 0.0101 0.0329 0.0184 0.0369 0.006 

7.6 THE SMOOTHENING OF THE FINAL RESULT 

Thus far, the discussion and estimation of accuracy, noise and uncertainty in the 

measurement systems have been covered. All these estimations are based on the 

laboratory measurements and conditions. The prototype is designed for online 

measurements and, measurements in real time during the manufacturing process, 

in a harsh industrial environment, were taken. It has been observed that a single 
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image or measurement is not sufficient to characterize the paper surface accurately, 

especially during the online measurements. This could be due to a number of 

reasons, for example, noise in the electronics systems, the high rotating speed of 

metal cylinder or the dynamic changes in the process that could result in 

measurement fluctuations. These effects can be minimized by a smoothing 

function or by a simple averaging of the measurements. In this work, the final 

results were achieved by averaging a number of successive spectral profiles in the 

spatial wavelength domain during the online measurements. 

To determine the optimal number of measurements that should be averaged, a 

sample of photographic paper was once again taken and 100 repeat measurements 

in Rq were obtained in a fixed location, maintaining identical laboratory conditions. 

Out of the 100 Rq values 10 sets of Rq were created in which each set contains 10 Rq 

values. As each set contains 10 elements of Rq, thus the standard deviation was 

calculated from these 10 elements. In this manner, 10 sets are associated with 

standard deviations and from these 10 standard deviations, the maximum value 

was found to be 0.048 µm, which was rounded to 0.05 µm. The standard 

uncertainty Eq. (21) is re-written in Eq. (22).  
 

� = (�/�)�    (22) 
 
Fig. 61 is a plot drawn using Eq. (22) by substituting s=0.05 µm and iterating 

u=0.005 to 0.05 µm. A straight line with a constant value of s=0.05 µm is also 

plotted in Fig. 57 in order to compare the curve plot.  

It can be concluded from the plot that, increasing the number of measurements 

to be averaged n, reduces the uncertainty u. The total uncertainty in the system is 

0.05 µm and increasing n beyond 10 or 20 has the ability, to some extent, to reduce 

the uncertainty u. Increasing n will marginally reduce the u but, at the same time, it 

will reduce the measurement resolutions. In this research work 10 measurements 

were averaged in order to present the final result. However, n can be different for 

different paper surfaces and different applications. 

 

Fig. 61  Demonstrates the relationship between uncertainty u and No. of Rq average n. It is 
helpful to determine the number of individual Rq needed to present final averaged 
result but at the cost of MD resolution [51]. 
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7.7 IMAGE SUBPIXEL RESOLUTION AND NOISE IN THE COG 

Calculation of the centre of gravity COG is an important part of the image 

processing. Its accuracy strongly depends on the width of the line-of-light and also 

on the subpixel resolution of the imaging sensor. In the literature, such as [59] [70] 
[71], the image subpixel resolutions were of the order of tenths of a pixel. In this 

prototype, the image subpixel resolution achieved is of the order of hundredths of 

a pixel or, equals 0.43 µm. 

The imaging sensors used in this work have a resolution along the line-of-light 

of 1600 pixel, as shown in Fig 62(a), which covers a physical length onto the paper 

surface equal to 70 mm. The z-directional resolution obtained in the triangulation 

technique is about 43.3 µm. This pixel resolution is definitely not sufficient to 

measure the surface roughness, which could be less than a micrometer for coated 

paperboard and the precision in the calculated COG should be higher. From 

section 7.5.1 it is seen that the average noise in the 11 raw COG (or raw profile) was 

found to be 0.43 µm and the accuracy in the surface position shift was less than 0.5 

µm. Thus, the image subpixel resolution of about 0.01 times is achieved. This 

subpixel estimation is for the smooth photographic paper sample. Thus, the centre 

of gravity COG is playing the most important and critical part of the image 

processing task and is directly responsible for the accuracy in the image subpixel 

resolution. 

Fig. 62(a) shows a line-of-light captured by the imaging sensor. A magnified part 

of this line image is also shown along with its cross section gray level intensity. The 

full width at half maximum FWHM of the line is found to be about 2-3 pixels. The 

COG of the line images is calculated column wise and is sensitive to the FWHM of 

the line-of-light. The narrow width of the line-of-light is required in order to 

effectively monitor the fine surface features, in other words, a wider width of the 

line cannot distinguish the fine features and will thus reduce the sensitivity of the 

COG. 

Fig. 62(b) is the plot obtained in a separate study and is based on a theoretical 

model, which represents relationship between the FWHM of a line-of-light and the 

noise in the COG. The plot is obtained by under assumption of Gaussian shape of 

line and applying a soft threshold of 10 gray levels in the image processing. The 

plot shows that the noise in the COG increases if the line’s FWHM decreases, 

especially if the FWHM is less than one pixel. To maintain accuracy in the COG, 

the optimum FWHM of the line, chosen in the prototype is about 2-3 pixels based 

on two main reasons. One obvious reason is that 2-3 pixel of FWHM of the line will 

not suffer from high noise in the COG and, the other reason, is that this width is 

the optimum value to examine the surface features in a range of high spatial 

frequencies. 

7.8 FIBRES ORIENTATION ON THE SURFACE AND LINE-OF-LIGHT FWHM 

It is worth to state here, the finding of Linder and Löfqvist (2012) [72]. They 

investigated light propagation in the paper surface in relation to the anisotropic 
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properties of paper both by using the experimental work and theoretical modelling 

and it is concluded that light propagates more in the machine direction than in the 

cross direction. 

In general, the paper surface fibres align in the MD, CD or in any directions. 

When a paper surface is illuminated by a source of light, then the reflected light 

carries information regarding the surface irregularities, depending upon the 

directions of the alignment of the fibres. If this information is processed in the 

spatial frequency domain, the Fourier spectrum of the surface yield signals that 

represents the surface irregularities in the direction of the fibres’ alignment, 

including in the CD and/or in the MD. For example, if the surface irregularities are 

aligned in between the MD and CD then, the surface spectral data will contain 

frequencies in both the CD and MD. 

The fibres, during the paper manufacturing process, are generally aligned in the 

machine direction [47] [48]. As discussed in chapter 3, section 3.1, a higher surface 

topography features could be obtained in the CD for the majority of the samples; 

however, the differences are not as great between the CD and MD. Alternatively, it 

can be concluded that the majority of fibres aligned in the CD and in the MD, 

contain small differences. There are some fibres, which also align in between CD 

and MD or from any angle within the 360 degrees. 
   

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 62 The relationship between noise in the COG and the width of the line [51].   
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Fig. 63 represents the surface features in two directions, the black parallel lines 

shows the fibres’ alignment in the MD and the red colour parallel lines represents 

the direction of the fibres in the plane cross direction. 

In general, paper surface features exist in the form of the wavefronts of spatial 

wavelength λ. This λ has components in all directions including components λCD 

and λMD in the CD and MD respectively. In this work line-of-light is projected onto 

the paper surface in the CD, therefore, measurements is done for the surface 

features which has spectrum λCD and its sensitivity depends on the component λMD. 

The black and red coloured lines represent the surface features as spatial 

wavefronts. In the case of the CD line alignment, CD features and MD features 

both are measured and in this case the λMD will be much longer than λCD because it 

is assumed that almost all of the fibres are aligned in the MD. As long as the width 

of the line is shorter than the wavelengths λCD and λMD the surface features can be 

measured without any resolution problems. In the other case, when the fibres or 

the surface features, are aligned in between the CD and MD, as shown by red 

spatial wavefronts, in such cases the possibilities exist that the λMD could become 

smaller than the line width. If the surface features represented by the spatial 

frequencies, where its wavelength λMD, become shorter than the line width then the 

COG will reduce its sensitivity because the line width cannot distinguish the 

details of the surface features.  

 

Fig. 63 Demonstration of difference in the λCD and λMD when the surface features or 
fibers are aligned in MD and in between CD and MD. In the later case, λMD could 
become shorter than the line width which will reduce sensitivity in the COG [51].   
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The conclusion is that the COG is sensitive to the width of the line and the width 

of the line should be minimized. Furthermore, COG is sensitive to the angle of the 

fibres’ direction; however, it could not have any significant effect because the 

majority of the fibres during the manufacturing process are aligned in the CD and 

MD. 

7.9 PROTOTYPE DEPTH OF FIELD DOF  

One of the performance parameters for the optical system is the range of the 

depth of field DOF. DOF defines the range of the distance of the object, if moved, 

which will still retain the optical system in a tolerable range of focus [69]. Once the 

prototype lens is focused onto the paper-web surface it will not change. However, 

the paper-web, which is an object in this case, does suffer from variations in height, 

for many reasons, the main one being because it moves at high speeds. The 

prototype is designed to measure the paper surface against the paper-web and 

behind the paper-web there is a metallic cylinder. The radial vibrations in the 

rotating cylinder and / or changes in the process usually are the cause of the radial 

position shift of the paper-web, which, in turn, might defocus the paper web 

surface. Therefore, it is essential to determine the DOF of the prototype in order to 

know how much paper-web movement will not have any effect on the 

measurement results.  The experimental study was performed on a photographic 

paper sample and measurements were taken with an evaluation length of 18 mm. 

This sample was firstly placed on a focus distance onto the prototype and 

measurements in Rq were acquired. In the second step, the sample’s distance 

relative to the focus points was changed in both the positive and negative 

directions along the surface out of plane, i.e. in the z-direction as shown in Fig. 

64(a). During the motion in the z-direction, the movements and, simultaneously, 

the surface roughness Rq were recorded. A total movement of 6.4 mm from the 

lower position ∆z_Down to the ∆z_Up was recorded. The plot in Fig. 64(b) 

presents the sample movement on the x-axis and the Rq measurement on the y-

axis. The three distinct regions on the plot are marked. The first and last regions 

show the out of range while the middle one is in the range. The out of range region 

is basically the out of focus region and, consequently, it suffers a significant change 

in the surface Rq values, which will introduce a considerable error into the results.  

The middle region suffers less change in the Rq values and, in this region, the 

standard deviation in the results was found to be 0.0357 µm, while the 2σ is 0.071 

µm, which provides a 95% level of confidence in the measured data. Therefore, this 

operating range is considered as the system’s depth of field (DOF), which is about 

2.38 mm from the focus centre point. It is important to mention, at this point, that 

the normal range of the surface roughness, which is supposed to be measured 

online, could lie between 0.5 to 15 µm, therefore, a 2.38 mm DOF is agreeable for 

the online measurements. Beyond this DOF limit, if the measurements are still 

conducted, then, the accuracy could be affected. The 2.38 mm estimated DOF may 

vary depending upon the type of the paper and the application, that is, this range 
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could be longer or shorter, with the shorter improving the accuracy. 
 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 64  The prototype’s DOF is estimated by moving a paper sample in z-direction. 
Experimental setup (a) and plot shows movement and change in Rq values (b) [51]. 

7.10 LIMITATION OF THE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE  

Limitations in the measurement technique are provided in this section. The 

following main limitations are noted in this prototype technique.  

a)  The technique is designed to measure paper-web against the rotating metal 

cylinder, while the locations for which vibrations, shrinkages and stress are 

common are not suitable. 

b) The optical depth of field DOF of the prototype is 2.4 mm. 

c) Spatial resolution of the imaging sensors along the line-of-light is 1600 

pixels, which covers 70 mm length of paper surface. This means 1 pixel 

represents 44 µm onto the imaging sensor. The resolution could be increased 

but there would then be a trade-off between the resolution of the device and 

the cost. 

d) The prototype is capable of measuring 6 samples per second. However, final 

results are presented by averaging a number of successive individual 
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measurements, which is at the cost of the measurement resolution in the 

machine direction. In this application, the final result is presented by 

averaging 10 measurements that yield each final result per 10 meter on the 

paper-web.   

e) The width of the line-of-light is critical for the accuracy of the measurement. 

It is discussed in section 7.7 that the optimum line-of-light width (FWHM) 

should be 2-3 pixels. Less than 2-3 pixels could cause a deterioration in the 

accuracy in the COG and a greater number could impair the sensitivity. 

f) The width of the line is also critical in relation to the fibers’ orientation. 

During the manufacturing process, the majority of the fibres are aligned in 

the machine direction but, at the same time, some also align in all directions. 

The line-of-light is projected onto the surface in the CD, meaning that the 

laser line remains perpendicular to the majority of the fibres, which are 

aligned in the MD. In such a case, the width of the line is maintained. In 

contrast, when the laser line is not perpendicular to the fibres’ directions, the 

line could spread and consequently could increase the width of the line. In 

such cases, if the width of the line increases more than 2-3 pixels the 

sensitivity of the COG will reduce. 

7.11 CONCLUSION 

The performance of the developed prototype and its measurements’ correlation 
was achieved by means of a mechanical digital surface calliper using a 75 µm step 
height sample. In an experiment, a paper sample height was changed up to 7.5 µm 
and, simultaneously, measurement of the pixel position shift in the imaging sensor 
was recorded. Results showed a change in the paper sample height correlates with 
the position shift in the pixel. A paper sample, with a height deviation of 40 µm, 
was measured by the prototype and also by a reference FRT profiler. Both the 
measurements correlated with each other and the average differences between the 
two were found to be 2.87%. The minimum temporal noise in the measurement 
system was found to be 35.07 dB in the rms roughness of a coated paperboard. The 
noise was also estimated in the spatial surface wavelength spectrum. In the shorter 
spatial wavelengths it was found to be higher than in the longer wavelength. The 
SNR was determined to be 5.36 to 8.08 in the short wavelength up to 1 mm while, 
in the long wavelength, for example, beyond 5 mm, it is more than 75, on average. 
The standard deviation noise in the raw profile was found to be 0.338 µm for a fine 
coated paperboard while it was 0.0184 µm when the raw profile was processed and 
measurements were obtained in terms of rms roughness. 

The image subpixel resolution of the system is of the order of hundredths of a 

pixel or, is equal to 0.43 µm. The standard uncertainty and the limitation of the 

measurement technique were calculated and discussed.  
  



 
 

8 SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS 

8.1 PAPER I 

Paper I is a pre-study conducted before starting the implementation and 
development of a new idea and technique to measure online surface topography in 
the paper and paperboard industries. It has provided a review of the scientific 
literature and a study of the paper surface physical properties in relation to the 
surface z-directional irregularities. It discusses the orientation of fibers during the 
manufacturing process. The importance of measurement in the cross direction CD 
and in the machine direction were discussed. Measurements were taken on a 
number of paper samples in the CD and in the MD. Finally investigation of the 
surface topographical differences between the CD and MD were presented. The 
analysis was performed in the surface spatial wavelength spectra; therefore, the 
steps followed were described in details. It was concluded that, in the majority of 
the samples, the higher topographical features were measured in the CD as 
compared to the measurements in the MD. This publication proposes the 
measurement directions depending upon the type of the paper and region of 
interest in a spatial wavelength ranges. 

8.2 PAPER II 

The importance of the online measurements during the manufacturing process 
was described. The traditional laboratory based measurements were discussed and 
the requirement for an online measurement technique was emphasized. The 
optical based measurement development and the scientific contribution by a 
number of researchers were reviewed, which provided the motivational driving 
force behind the development of a new online measurement technique. Based on 
the conclusion in Paper I, an Online Topography (OnTop) device was designed, 
which measures the surface topography in the CD. The online roughness 
measurements were taken on 8 different grades of LWC and paperboard reels on 
the moving paper-web by the OnTop. All reels were measured on both sides and 
the results characterizing each reel surface presented. All the measurements were 
conducted in relation to the traditional average roughness values. The online 
results have successfully distinguished all the reels, including the surfaces where 
the topographical differences were expected to be very low. 

8.3 PAPER III 

The traditional surface measurement technique and the majority of online 
techniques measure only a small area of the paper surface and estimate 
topographical irregularities in a narrow scale as a single predictor. The online 
roughness measurements have many distinct advantages over the offline 
measurements but, the surface measurement in the single value of average 
roughness does not provide the full detail with regards to the paper surface. In a 
continuation of Paper II, the online raw data of the surface profile for the 8 LWCs 
and paperboard reels were further analyzed in a wide scale of wavelengths spectra 
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from 0.1 to 10 mm. The detailed topographical properties for all sample reels were 
presented in the spatial wavelength spectrum that has provided measurements for 
the roughness, waviness while retaining the possibilities to extract cockling from 
the surface spectrum. In general, successful characterizations were achieved for all 
reels, and in particular, the results have shown the differences for the topography 
levels for the samples which have the same family material and quality grades, 
such as edge and middle reels, which would otherwise be difficult to distinguish 
by means of a single value of roughness. Hence, the online topography analysis in 
a wide scale of wavelengths spectrum can measure and evaluate the surface in the 
fiber level of roughness, which will be of assistance in relation to keeping and 
maintaining the desired and uniform surface topography throughout the entire 
production in the paper and paperboard manufacturing industry. 

8.4 PAPER IV 

So far the publications have been focused on the measurements results 
achieved by the developed prototype during the paper manufacturing process 
both as single roughness and in a wide range of spatial wavelength spectrum. 
However, it was now necessary to provide a description of the technique and the 
algorithm used in the prototype in detail. The developed technique is a new 
application for the paper and paperboard industries. It scans a line onto the paper-
web surface up to 210 mm length in the cross machine direction and measures at 
every meter in the machine direction for the paperboard web. The measurement 
challenge with regards to the high speed was overcome by exploring a laser line 
triangulation technique. The prototype is designed to measure surface roughness 
and to characterize the surface topography in a wide scale of 0.09 to 30 mm. This 
spatial range is extendable up to any desired wavelength scales. This paper 
presents an overall block diagram of the developed technique and presents 
detailed optical techniques, including a simplified sketch of the measurement 
system, line-of-light ray diagram and the triangulation ray diagram. Correlation 
plots between offline and online measurements and some of the online results are 
presented and a statistical estimation of the system noise was also described.  

8.5 PAPER V 

It has been found that the development of a new technique and device was a 
challenging work, however, the evaluation of its performance in terms of accuracy 
and limitations proved to be even more challenging. A number of scientific works 
can be found regarding the optical technique and development but only a limited 
amount of literature describes the limitations and accuracy in the techniques. A 
number of optical techniques are available that measures the surface irregularities 
indirectly. Optical systems are likely to malfunction for many reasons including, 
improper light illumination, intensity, reflection, occlusion, surface motion, and 
noise in the imaging sensor, etc. which all contribute to a deterioration with 
regards to the measurements. Therefore, an estimation of the accuracy and the 
limitations in the system are of equal importance. This paper deals with the 
accuracy, noise, uncertainty and limitation in the developed system.  
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8.6 AUTHORS CONTRIBUTIONS 

The contributions of the authors of the five publications in this thesis are 
summarized in Table 11 . In the table M and C represent the main author and co-
author respectively. 

Table 11 Authors’ Contributions 

Paper 
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author 

Co-
authors 

Contributions 

I AA 

JT 
AM 
MO 
CW 
J. Lin 
J. Lid. 

AA: Investigation and algorithm development. Manuscript writing. 
JT:   Supervision 
AM:  Supervision 
MO:  Supervision 
CW:  Measurements performed on 20 samples.  
J. Lin.: Discussions and review of manuscript. 
J. Lid.: Technical discussion and review of manuscript. 
 

II AA 

AM 
JT 
MO 
J. Lin 
J. Lid. 

AA: Developed prototype OnTop. Designed hardware, software, written 
algorithm for online measurements and taken measurements at pilot 
plant. Characterized all the 16 reels results. Manuscript writing. 
JT:  Supervision 
AM: Supervision  
MO: Supervision 
J. Lin.: Facilitated Test materials and sample reels. Provided technical 
assistance for the online and review the manuscript. 
J. Lid.: Same as J. Lin above. 
 

III AA 

JT 
MO 
AM 
J. Lin 
J. Lid. 

AA: Results evaluation and manuscript writing.  
JT:  Supervision 
AM: Supervision 
MO: Supervision 
J. Lin.: Technical inputs and review the manuscript. 
J. Lid.: Technical inputs and review the manuscript. 
 

IV AA 

AM 
MO 
JT 
 

AA: Review of the developed technique, experimental analysis and 
manuscript writing.   
JT:  Supervision 
AM: Supervision  
MO: Supervision 
 

V AA 

MO 
AM 
JT 
CW 

AA: Analysis of the developed technique to evaluate accuracy, noise, 
uncertainty and limitations. Experimental works and manuscript writing.   
JT:  Supervision 
AM: Supervision  
MO: Supervision 
CW:  Measurements performed on FRT MicroProf.  
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9 THESIS SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The thesis is the outcome of industrial and applied research. It describes details 
of the developed embedded optical technique and the device for real-time surface 
measurement using a Line-of-Light Triangulation technique. It covers a series of 
the development works and the experiments performed in the laboratory and in 
the paper and paperboard mills.  

9.1 IMPORTANCE OF SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY MEASUREMENTS 

The surface topography is the field of study, which deals with the out-of-plan 
(z-directional) surface structure properties. In a broad sense, it comprises the 
surface irregularities in terms of roughness, waviness, cockling, surface lay, form 
and position errors. However, major components are roughness and waviness and 
could also be cockling for the paper surfaces. The topography relates to the paper 
properties such as printability, run ability, friction, amount of coating, 
consumption of inks, gloss and uneven grammage distributions. The introduction 
section has described the importance of the surface topography, in general, and the 
surface topography for the paper and the paperboard, in particular.  

The surface quality for the paper has been consistently improving by means of 
modifications/improvements in the manufacturing process and based on the 
material used. The surface quality is an important parameter in the overall 
characterization of the production. The acceptance and rejection of the produced 
paper also depends on the surface quality. The surface quality is being improved in 
order to produce a high perceived quality, which is required, particularly, for high 
quality graphic papers. The surface quality is essential, in many respects and this is 
the reason why a number of manufacturing steps such as calendaring, hot 
calendaring, super calendaring, pressing, coating and multilayer coatings are 
performed. Therefore, the paper industries are interested in measuring the surface 
quality accurately during the manufacturing process. The online device will be of 
benefit to them in order to maintain the surface quality for entire reels and entire 
tambours, which in turn enables to reduce the wastage and to improve the 
efficiency of their production.  

9.2 LIMITATION IN THE TRADITIONAL SURFACE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

The traditional techniques are mainly based on the mechanical and pneumatic 
methods, such as a mechanical stylus and Bendtsen and PPS air leak methods. 
These are widely used in the industries and are treated as reliable instruments.  
However, they suffer from poor resolution and are contact based and perform 
destructive measurements in the majority of cases. The obvious limitations in the 
laboratory measurements are that these are offline, slow and measure only a few 
small sample pieces out of the tambour either at the beginning and/or at the end. 
The measurements on a few samples cannot describe the topography of the full 
tambour. The results of these measurements could hardly be applied in a timely 
manner in order to address the problem and thus maintain the desired surface 
quality.    
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The non-contact and sophisticated optical techniques are also available with a 
high resolution and they are designed for a laboratory setup under laboratory 
conditions. Some online surface devices have recently been introduced with 
limited features by the industrial researchers, which measure the surface in a 
narrow scale and which predict the surface roughness in a single predictor, which 
is not sufficient to characterize the surface comprehensively. A few online surface 
techniques are designed to detect the defects and flaws on the running paper-web. 

9.3 THE RESEARCH CHALLENGES 

The real time monitoring and measurement of a high speed moving paper-web 
in a harsh industrial environment is an important but challenging research area. 
The traditional techniques cannot be applied directly to the online measurements 
because they are either contact based or designed for the laboratory use. Therefore, 
it was necessary to develop a new technique based on a non-contact principle, 
which could withstand a harsh industrial environment and be capable of 
accurately measuring the surface during the manufacturing process. 

During the past decade, research work on the optical and image based 
measurement techniques has increased because of the non-contact and non-
destructive nature of the measurements. Therefore, for this research work, an 
optical and image based measurement technique was explored. The research 
involved the study of related fields of measurements, literature reviews, and an 
understanding of the traditional and current measurement techniques, especially 
the measurements by means of optics and imaging sensors. The paper surface 
during the manufacturing process moves at high speed of 1400 m/min or higher. 
The scanning or imaging of a paper-web surface at these high speeds was itself, a 
challenge. Furthermore, during the online measurements, machines vibrations, 
shrinkages and long waviness on the paper-web and the electronics, optics and 
environment noise, and dynamic changes in the machine or process could easily 
deteriorate the measurements.  

9.4 THE MOTIVATION 

The challenge to solve an industrial measurement problem was, itself, a 
motivational drive. The external motivation was the interest and co-operation of 
the Swedish paper and paperboard manufacturing industries, which provided 
support both financially and technically with regards to the achievement of the 
successful results. The internal drive was by my main and co-supervisors. Due to 
the availability of industrial grade laser sources and imaging sensors in addition to 
the high speed data computational power, it was possible to develop the 
prototype. 

9.5 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 

The field of research involved a wide area of study, which includes electronics, 
embedded software, integration of the hardware and software, laser application, 
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optical techniques, image processing, signal processing, statistical analysis, spectral 
analysis and measurement techniques.  

Experimental works involved the construction of the prototype, testing it in a 
laboratory and, in addition, online testing at the two mills at Iggesund and 
Ortviken. A large number of images were measured and analyzed during the 
online tests. Sequences of development and the modification in the techniques 
together with the development of the software formed the main part of the work. 
The goal of the work was to be able to distinguish the paper surface topography of 
both similar and fine paper-webs during the manufacturing process. The achieved 
results have been published in scientific journals in order to contribute to the 
science community. 

9.6 PRE-DEVELOPMENT STUDIES 

A comprehensive study was carried out prior to the development of the 
technique and the device. The following are the steps involved. 

1) An investigation was performed on 20 samples in order to discover the 
topographical differences between the cross direction, CD, and the machine 
direction, MD. It was concluded that in the majority of the cases, 
measurements in the CD would collect higher topographical features. 

2) The type of light illumination was one of the important tasks in this 
research. Pre-studies were performed using low angled diffuse light in 
order to scan the surface area. In another attempt, a visible laser light 
pulsed source was deployed using the triangulation principle to measure 
the scattered reflected line-of-light in relation to the surface topography. 

3) Initial phases of the work had been targeted to measure and compare the 
surfaces of tissue paper and photo copier plain paper. 

4) Automatic 3D surface mapping was achieved by modifying the developed 
prototype to scan a paper sample, using an x-y linear stepper motor. 

5) The proper location of the measurement onto the moving paper-web was 
investigated in a trial test using the Iggesund paperboard coater machine. It 
was concluded that the technique should work in a satisfactory manner 
against the rolling metal cylinder. Therefore, the optical setup was modified 
and corrected for the new location.  

9.7 THE DEVELOPED TECHNIQUE   

The non-contact methods, in the majority, are based on optical techniques, 
which include, spackle based measurements, glancing light, stereoscopy, 
interferometric, confocal microscopy and a triangulation technique. A laser line-of-
light triangulation technique has been adopted in this case because of its wide use, 
simplicity and wide measurement scale. The multi-channel semiconductor pulse 
laser diode was chosen as a source of illumination onto the paper-web, which 
works in pulse mode to overcome the problems associated with high speed 
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surfaces. The semiconductor laser source is of benefit due to its low coherence 
lengths and as it is able to deliver a powerful burst of light beam of 100 watt 
during one µs duration. The beam of the laser was shaped to a narrow, strong and 
uniform line-of-light, which is required in order to provide an image of the fine 
topographical features of the paper-web. The 1 µs exposure time for the imaging 
sensor was chosen in order to avoid blurriness in the acquired images due to the 
high speed of the paper-web. The 100 watt power pulse delivers an energy of 100 
µJ per pulse. In general, the advantages of the semiconductor laser source are 
related to its compact size, its light weight, high power and that it is very efficient. 

The laser beam is shaped into a narrow line-of-light using two cylindrical 
lenses, each of 40 mm focal length and is projected onto a paper-web surface, 
which covers a physical length of about 210 mm. The illumination of the laser line, 
throughout the length, is maintained so that it remains significantly uniform. 
Experimentally, it has been found that the cross section full width at a half 
maximum (FWHM) Gaussian distribution of the line profile for a smooth paper 
surface is about 2-3 pixels, however it varies slightly based on the quality of the 
surface grades. The line-of-light is projected onto the paper-web perpendicular to 
the plane of the paper surface. The low angled, low specular, reduced coherence 
length, scattered reflected laser line is collected by the objective lens at 250 mm 
with a 25 mm focal length and a 10 mm aperture size. The low angled reflected 
light collects the low specular light, which helps to avoid saturation of the imaging 
sensors if the surface is very smooth, and to obliquely capture the z-directional fine 
feature of the surface. The 3 CCD programmable industrial sensors provide an 
image of the scattered reflected line-of-light in synchronization with the laser 
sources at the pulse duration of 1 µs. The scattered phenomenon of the reflected 
light depends upon the surface irregularities. Thus, the scattering is responsible for 
the surface topography measurements. On the imaging sensors, the image is 
formed in a matrix of pixels of size 1600x240. The basic image processing algorithm 
is applied, mainly in to remove noise and to crop the images widthwise down to 
30-50 pixels so that only pixels above a preset threshold gray level can be 
processed. The final image is processed in order for it to be transformed into a 1D 
array of size 1600 using the center of gravity, COG, which is called the surface raw 
profile. The accuracy and precision of the COG is highly dependent on the line-of-
light FWHM, which, in turn, is responsible for the accuracy, noise and the 
resolution of the developed technique. The signal processing steps are used, in the 
main, to remove irrelevant features by applying an appropriate low pass filter in 
the frequency domain. The combination of the B-Spline filter and the filter in the 
frequency domain were employed in order to separate the roughness, waviness, 
form and position error in the raw profile. A statistical analysis was performed in 
order to estimate the surface roughness as a single predictor as well as in a spatial 
wavelength spectrum from 0.09 to 10 mm. The developed technique is known as 
Online Topography, OnTop.        
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9.8 OFFLINE AND ONLINE MEASUREMENTS  

A number of laboratory measurements as well as in the paper and paperboard 
mills were obtained in order to validate and correlate the results. Two reference 
laboratory devices were used to crosscheck the measurements acquired by the 
developed device. Laboratory measurements were obtained on four different 
grades of paper surface, which possessed a wide scale of topographical differences. 
The measurements from the two reference devices and the prototype were to be 
correlated. 

 An online test was conducted by changing the coat weight from 6.8 gsm to 13.8 
gsm in a series of sequences on a base paperboard and the real time measurements 
by the prototype and was correlated accordingly. The test built up confidence in 
both the researchers and the process personnel at the pilot coater in Iggesund and 
encouraged both parties to continue with further measurements. The next online 
measurements were conducted for a total of 8 reels, including uncoated 
lightweight, LWC, base paperboard and coated paperboard, with each reel being 
measured for both its front and reverse sides and their surfaces were successfully 
distinguished and characterized on the basis of average roughness as well as in the 
spatial wavelength spectra. The most important results were to distinguish 
surfaces between two similar grades of reels, for example, the measurements have 
characterized surface differences between the edge and the middle sides of the 
reels, where minor differences are expected. The measurements were achieved 
when the speed of the pilot coater was maintained from 400 to 800 m/min. 

The surface has been characterized in terms of the average rms roughness and 
in the spatial wavelength spectrum. The calculation of the average roughness is 
dependent on the long wavelength cutoff value λc and is not sufficient if the 
surface differences are very low. For example, in two identical paper samples, it is 
possible that their surface topographies are identical in some range of long 
wavelengths but, it is not necessarily the case that they will also be identical in 
other ranges of wavelengths. Therefore, the analysis in the spatial wavelengths is 
important in order to characterize the surface rigorously, which is usually required 
in surface research studies. 

9.9 CONCLUSION   

The developed method was realized in a prototype, which have been verified 
and tested in a laboratory environment and also in the paper and paperboard 
manufacturing industries during the manufacturing process in real time. It has 
been proved that the laser line-of-light triangulation technique can characterize the 
paper-web surface topography online in paper and paperboard processes. This 
technique has potential to improve production quality, efficiency and effectively 
reduce the wastage. The technique could also be of potential interest for other 
related surface characterization. The developed prototype device facilitates six 
measurements per second on the paper and paperboard web and thus, enables 
measurements for the entire production. This provides the opportunity to ensure 
that the desired surface quality, smoothness and uniformity is maintained 
throughout the tambour. The number of measurement per second can be improved 
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further as reasonable possibilities do exist. The results have been achieved in both 
the rms roughness and in the wide range of spatial wavelength spectra from 0.09-
10 mm and this is extendable as per requirement both in the lower and higher 
scales. This means that it is possible to characterize the surface online in terms of 
the micro roughness, macro roughness and waviness and, in addition, to extract 
cockling. The technique confirms that it is capable of distinguishing surfaces where 
only minor topographical difference exist, such as in the case of an edge and the 
middle sides of a reel.  

The developed device was tested for a month in the paperboard mill and in the 
paper mill, separately. A high image subpixel resolution of the developed system 
has been determined to be of the order of hundredths of a pixel. The measurement 
difference between the prototype and a reference instrument for a surface height 
deviation of 40 µm was 2.8%. The standard uncertainty in a raw profile using 11 
repeat measurements was 0.13 µm. System uncertainty (2σ) in the rms roughness 
was estimated to be 48 nm when the spatial long-wavelength cutoff, λc was 8.75 
mm, which provides a 95% level of confidence in the measurement results. The 
prototype presently has a DOF of 2.4 mm and possibilities exist for this to be 
improved. It is important that the vibrations or any other phenomenon should not 
cause a shift in the paper-web surface, against the measurement location, beyond 
the DOF. The imaging sensors used have a resolution along the line-of-light of 
1600; however, this could be increased to either scan further finer features on the 
paper surface or to extend the evaluation length beyond 70 mm. The automatic 
adoptive controlled could be implemented by using a feedback control loop. The 
methods described in the thesis enable researchers to repeat the experiment and 
could provide possible opportunities for further enhancement.  
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